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WHITE WINS
SPRING GAME
MEYER CALLS ENTHUSIASM KEY
By Nick Hui ni
IHE BG NEWS
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INTERCEPTED: Sophomore defensive back Keon Newson intercepts a Josh Harris pass in the second
half of the Orange and White game over freshman receiver Cornelius McGrady.

While most college spring football games are formatted to
match the first team against the
second, Bowling Green coach
Urban Meyer thought it would be
much more competitive if he
divided his squad up equally.
Although the teams appeared
to be evenly matched, there was
one major component in the
White team's 27-7 victory over the
Orange squad. The White team
came ready to play.
"You could see the enthusiasm
and passion in the White team's
eyes in the tunnel," Meyer said.
"They had a look and determination, and that's what we need
even/one to have. I didn't see that
same fire out of the Orange
squad. The Orange team, for
whatever reason, was not ready to
play."
The White team scored 20
unanswered points, highlighted
by senior quarterback Andy
Sahm, who completed 13 of 19
passes for 166 yards and two
touchdowns. Sahm, who lost his
job last season to sophomore
losh Harris, watched his quarterback counterpart struggle at

times. While Harris ended (he day
11 of 19 with a touchdown strike,
it was overshadowed by his three
interceptions.
Meyer
was
impressed with Salim's performance, but it is too early to tell if it
was enough to get his starting job
back.
"I still have a lot of work that I
got to do." Sahm said. "My confidence is there, but I have to keep
getting better. 1 was just concentrating today on being a gotxl
leader and taking care of the little
things."
While Sahm was successful in
the air for the White squad, his
running backs were giving the
Orange defense problems all day.
The White team rushed for 138
yards on 32 carries led by freshman B.J. lane, who carried 18
times for 79 yards Starting tailback Joe Alls, who carried four
times for 18 yards, had the lone
nishing touchdown of the day.
Hie Orange team rushed for only
a yard on 13 carries.
"B.I. Lane did a great job for us,"
Meyer said. "He's a guy who we
are going to play next year, and he
proved he can play. He pounded
the ball in there."
The scoring started when

senior comer lem Wagner intercepted a I larris pass and returned
it back to the Orange squad's
three yard line. Wagner had two
interceptions on the day. Alls
bulled his way into the end zone
on the very next play.
I larris answered back on a 24yard touchdown strike down the
middle to senior receiver Robert
Redd. Kicker Nate Fry may have
been one of the biggest bright
spots, connecting on a 43-yard
field goal into the wind. Fry also
kicked a 30-yard field goal at the
end of the game to end the scoring.
"I'll be honest; I've been here a
year and a half and that's the first
time I've ever seen that happen in
practice or in a scrimmage situation," Meyer said. "It was nice to
see us kick a field goal."
Sahm connected on touchdown passes to Steve Sanders and
Todd DiBacco in the second half.

OPENER CHANGED
The Falcons' season opener at
Perry Stadium against Tennessee
Tech has been moved to
Thursday, Aug. 29, at 7 p.m. The
game originally had been sched- f
tiled for Saturday, Aug. 31.
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U. student sees
Israel from inside
This is the first story in
a series about Israel
and U. students.
ByJoshHerz
THE BG NEWS

It is a paradoxical region — a
history of bloodshed and discord.
Yet, in its possession is some of
the world's greatest beauty: the
Red Sea, Mediterranean coast,
and snow-tipped Mt. Hebron. It
also helped determine three religions whose essence is peace. "It"
is Israel.
On Aug 1, while most students
were on summer break. David
Kopans left the US. to spend a
year at Ben-Gurion University of
the Negev in Southern Israel.
Although the experience has
been challenging David would
not hesitate to do it again.
The main impetus for Kopans
living in Israel is religion.
"David's strong religious foundation was something that propelled him there, and he felt that
would keep him safe," said his
father, Donald Kopans. David
Kopans is lewish. Consequently,
he wanted to become fluent in
Hebrew, observe sacred religious
sites and partake in Israel's culture. Furthermore, he has always
been intrigued by the history of
the Middle East
Fortunately, Kopans' transition
has not been too difficult. His
father said that he had to adjust
to Israel's security provisions. For
instance, Kopans was not used to
seeing armed soldiers walking
around the towns, and at the
entrance of his university is an
armed checkpoint. All students
are checked by the guaids before
they are allowed to venture onto
campus.
Another adjustment he had to
make was linguistic. Kopans'
professors speak in Hebrew. In
addition, textbooks and reference material are written in
Hebrew and other non-Rnglish
languages. To aid in his learning
of Hebrew, Kopans asked his
roommates to speak only in
Hebrew around him.

As for a typical day, it does not
differ from one at BG.
"I have my class, which I
attend, and I have a normal load
of homework." Kopans said.
However, university responsibilities have not prohibited
Kopans from traveling extensively throughout Israel. He believes
that he is in no peril. He has visited all the major cities, including
Tel Aviv, I laifa and Jerusalem. His
favorite site was Massada
"It was a site of lewish resistance against Roman control,"
Kopans said. "It is still possible to
see the remains of the Roman
camps and the fort of King
Herod.... This place has taken on
a special significance to Israelis,
and it is the place where Israeli
pilots are sworn into the air
force."
While Massada was his
favorite site, his most interesting
experience was volunteering for
Israel's Mogen David Adorn.
Those involved in the otganization help with events ranging
from minor car accidents to
delivering babies and even terrorist attacks.
On the topic of terrorist
attacks, he feels that Israel's
recent military response was justified. He believes that the military felt it had no other recourse
after a week of daily suicide
attacks including "sometimes
multiple times in a day."
However, Kopans has compassion for the Palestinians.
"I feel sorry for them because
they live under the control of
people, such as Chairman Arafat,
who abuse the money given to
them. Thus, instead of developing and improving Palestinian
life, the leaders build themselves
comfortable lives," he said.
Furthermore, he highlighted
another aspect of the conflict
often overlooked—Arab Israelis.
"I have met many Arab Israelis
(who of course consider themselves Palestinians), but they, too,
have been the victims of many
suicide bombings, one recently
KOPANS, PAGE 2

RANGER CLUB 5K
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RANGER CHALLENGE: (Above)
Those participating in the race
pose themselves on the starting
line before the race. The race
was a 5k around campus sponsored by Army ROTC. (Right)
Graduate student Doug Klein
smiles as he crosses the first
mile marker. (Left) A canine
racer runs with a group of ROTC
members.

Community Day at Union showcases fun
By Kara M
THE BG NEWS

Balloon animals, music and
dance performances, story time
with the Bernstein Bears.
All this entertainment and
more could be found yesterday
during Community Day at the
Student Union.
Community Day, the culminating event for the Union
Dedication Celebration, which
began Friday night, attracted

}

many Bowling Green residents
and guests who enjoyed the
activities offered as they viewed
the Union for the first time.
"We are visitors to Bowling
Green State University and we're
here because of the concert
(Bowling Green Philharmonic)
and also because of the opening"
said Mary Roemer, a relative .of
political science faculty member
Mark Simon. "We really like the
color scheme of the building and

we think it will be a real pleasure
for the students."
The architecture and food were
among the things praised by visitors.
"(The Union) is very attractive," said Pamela Oliver, Bowling
Green resident. "Also, the food is
great. We'll have to come over
here more often to eat."
Inviting the community to join
in the dedication activities was
no small task, but those present

enjoyed the work done to make
the day possible.
"1 think this is great," said
Bowling Green resident Ruth
Hoffman. "I'm a faithful believer
in informing the public so they
can see what's happening."
Advertising for yesterday's
event was coordinated through
the Office of Marketing and
Communication and the Office
UNION, PAGE 2
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Trip gives student unique perspective

Union celebration a success

KOPANS, FROM PAGE 1

UNION, FROM PAGE 1

in the city of Haifa," Kopans said.
Kopans believes and hopes
'that there will one day be
peace." Yet, he realizes that it will
be difficult
The outside pressures from
the U.N. and the United States
underestimate how much hurt

Did you know...

there really is," he said. "Each side
has lost loved ones and friends in
terrorists attacks and military
actions."
Obviously, the experience has
changed Kopans.
This experience teaches you
true independence and provides you with an opportunity to
be totally immersed in a culture

different from your own. Thus,
you really leam how to be sensitive to non-American cultures."
Kopans will return home June
6 and in August he will graduate.
Following his graduation, he will
attend Ohio State University and
focus on Ancient Jewish history.
He hopes to eventually become a
professor.
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of Development.
"We did some target mailing
to alumni in the northwest Ohio
area to get them to come back in
the afternoon, as well as press
releases in the newspaper," said
Shannon LoreTenney, coordinator of the Office of Development.
"Wfe also did some on-air live
promotion on Channel 13."
This weekend seemed to both
inform and entertain the community without any difficulties,
despite the windy and cloudy
weather yesterday.
"For a program of this magnitude and complexity, it has run
remarkably smoothly," said Gale
Swanka, associate director of the
Union. "I think this is a testament
to all the planning that people

put into it"
The success of the events this
weekend, including the Friday
night Comedy Festival and performance by comedian and
alumnus Tim Conway on
Saturday night, was seen in the
numbers of people attending.
"I think the weekend was fantastic," Lore Tenney said. "We've
had large turnouts. Friday night
the student event was sold out
last night we were sold out and
today we've had high traffic of
people from the community
coming in and looking at the
new building."
"Each day was directed toward
a different audience and had a
different spin to it" Swanka said.
Each establishment within the
Union also had its own way of
attracting visitors this weekend.

...its A Great
Daily HaHil
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The bookstore had several visiting authors Saturday night and
the characters from the children's series the Bernstein Bears
were available to meet with children yesterday.
"Today we have been very
busy," said Vicky Smith,
University Bookstore employee
Faculty and alumni hope that
large crowds of students will
continue to fill the Union.
"I gave a tour to a group of
alumni of UAO who graduated
in the neighborhood of 25 years
ago, and they said they couldn't
believe how much students
were using the building,"
Swanka said. "In their day, students didn't live here as much as
students seem to be doing now.
That was certainly very positive
to hear."
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Congratulations to the
newest brothers of
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
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Fall 2002 Independent Study
One Credit
Open to All Majors
Opportunity for $ 2 5 0 Scholarship Awards

The School of Communication Studies
invites undergraduate students to
participate in a pilot leadership and
communication program called the
University Community Forum

Students accepted in the program

Come set Salsafied at Chi-Chi s!

1616 E. Wooster Street
419/352-4566
■Not valid with any other amount Euludes alcohol, tax and gratuity.
O«er«»pir«.5/31/0J

Work
lorn* (KIR
The BG News is now accepting
applications for summer and fall
semesters. Applications are available in
204 West Hall. Deadline: Friday May 3
for more information,
contact April Elliott, BG News editor at

apriHe@bgnetbgsu.edu

will enroll either in IPC 490A or in
a one-unit independent study course
in their home department

wis|\il\\vivSiii\(l()i|...

As a Bowling Green State University Student or
Faculty Member present this coupon along with
your college identification and receive a
10% discount!'

JOHN \IUIO\l
RUM. UST A Ti: INC. KIN: I'M. oil K I
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Communication and Leadership

204 West Hall
372-2601
www.bgnews.com
bgnewsOIistproc bgsu.edu

The News That Matters To You..,

We have Rooms in a Rooming House,
One Bedroom Apartments and Efficiencies
that are furnished/unfurnished
available for summer only.
Prices at $600.00 to $700.00
for the WHOLE SUMMER!
Deposits $200.00

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
Brotherhood in Music

cbMA

HapP Y
Monday..

SUMMERentals

John Cox
Van Crain
'Ben J{oren
Josh MaCcoCm
George TaCton
Scott Tederson

q>MA

.can be found at
50 on-campus
locations...
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AVAILABLE POSITIONS:

For more information
contact
J. Michael Sproule, Director,
School of Communication Studies,
302 West Hall
(or by email, jmsprou@bgnet.bgsu.edu)

EDITORS: Managing Editor, News Editor, Arts & Life Editor, Features
Editor, Opinion Editor, Sports Editor, Presentation Editor, Copy Chief and
Recruitment/Public Relations Editor
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Chief
GENERAL STAFF: News reporters, Features writers, Arts & Life reporters,
Sports reporters, Columnists, Photographers, Designers, Graphic Artists
and Copy editors -
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Violent storms rattle Ohio
(AP) —Thunderstorms with high winds and hail the
size of golf balls damaged rooftops and cars throughout Ohio yesterday. In Stark County in northeast Ohio,
high winds damaged more than 30 house and store
roofs in Jackson Township, police said.
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Adoptive parents sue over son
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MEDINA — The adoptive parents of a baby boy who later was
diagnosed as mentally ill are
suing Medina County for $1.6
million to compensate for the
expense and pain of raising him.
George and Kathy Sirca, married eight years and childless,
spent three years on a waiting list
before baby John arrived.
"He is their dream come true,"
county social worker Betty Rose
scribbled in her notes after telling
the Sircas they could keep the
child, for whom they had been
foster parents.
Now, 22 years later, the Sircas
say the county lied about lohn,

whose mental illnesses, behavioral problems and drug abuse
caused him to drop out of school,
put him in jail and made him
dependent on his parents.
Their wrongful adoption lawsuit was scheduled to begin today
with jury selection in Medina
County Common Pleas Court
County lawyers will argue that
no child comes with a warranty.
The Sircas, of Wadsworth. 32
miles south of Cleveland, said
they never would have adopted
John if his social worker had told
them that his biological mother
was a schizophrenic drug abuser
and runaway whose illnesses

mirror her son's.
Ohio law restricts access to
adoption records, but requires
adoption agencies to give adopting parents all non-identifying
facts about the child and the biological parents.
According to court documents,
the Sircas were told John's mother
was a 21-year-old high school
dropout who enjoyed traveling
and sports, and who was "disoriented, emotionally unstable"
In 1995, when John was in a
hospital, the Sircas discovered for
the first time that his biological
mother had been hospitalized
four times with schizophrenia

John, has pulled a knife on
classmates on a bus, was kicked
out of one high school and
abused drugs, court documents
say.
"We did everything possible to
be good parents," George Sirca
said in a court deposition. "But I
fear some day the doorbell will
ring and John's body will be on
our porch."
The Sircas love their son, who
has been diagnosed with bipolar
and adjustment disorders, but
cannot afford to provide for him
the rest of his life, their attorney,
Dennis Paul, said in a pretrial
brief.

Timothy Reid, the county's
lawyer, said the Sircas were given
enough information about John
to make an educated decision
about the risks and rewards of
adopting him.
The Sircas' case is unusual, but
not unique.
Similar lawsuits are spawned
by adoption practices shrouded
in secrecy, said Marley Greiner,
executive director of Bastard
Nation, which advocates for open
access to adoption records.
She said that until recently,
medical histories of birth parents
often were skimpy outlines that
left out the most important infor-

mation while including worthless
notes such as "mother wore
glasses."
Agencies owe adopting parents
and the child complete medical
histories, but prospective parents ■
ought to realize that every foster
child is, in some way, a special
needs child, said Rita Soronen,
executive director of the Dave
Thomas
Foundation
for
Adoption.
"If their lives were perfect, they
wouldn't be in foster care,"
Soronen said.

Priest resigns after sexual accusations
By Lisa Cornwdl
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

CINCINNATI — A priest has
resigned from his Dayton parish
after Cincinnati Archdiocese officials confronted him with a
report that he sexually abused a
minor while serving at another
church several years ago, archdiocese officials said yesterday.
The Rev. Thomas Hopp, pastor
of Queen of Martyrs Church, was
put on an administrative leave of
absence following a "substantiated report" that he sexually

abused a minor, the archdiocese
said in a statement released yesterday. Hopp, 61, acknowledged
that the report was "substantially
true" when confronted with the
accusation and then resigned as
pastor, the archdiocese said.
Hopp could not be reached for
comment yesterday.
Under provisions of the archdiocese's child protection decree,
"a substantiated allegation of
child abuse" requires the accused
be removed from the ministry
setting and put on leave of

absence pending final resolution
of the matter.
A bishops meeting in Dallas in
June is expected to generate a
policy for the Roman Catholic
Church on priest sex abuse. More
than 175 priests suspected of
molesting minors have resigned
or been removed from active
ministry since January in at least
28 states.
The Rev. William Schwartz,
who has been named interim
pastor at Queen of Martyrs until a
permanent pastor is appointed.

answered at the telephone number listed for Hopp's residence at
the parish yesterday. He said
Hopp was no longer at the parish
and he could not provide information on how to contact him.
Cincinnati Archbishop Daniel
Pilarczyk said in a letter read at
Queen of Martyrs masses this
weekend, "I am deeply sorry that
this happened. I offer the apologies of the Archdiocese of
Cincinnati to the person who was
abused."
Pilarczyk said the minor is now

an adult and the archdiocese has
offered to make counseling services available.
The complaint against Hopp
came to the archdiocese in a letter from the person claiming to
have been abused by the priest.
The letter has been turned over
the prosecutor in the county in
which the alleged abuse
occurred, the archdiocese said.
The county was not identified.
"The prosecutor could release
that information, but it is a part of
the policy of the archdiocese to

withhold the location in an
attempt to be sensitive to the
rights of victims and their families," said Dan Andriacco, a
spokesman for the archdiocese.
Hopp was ordained in 1966
and held parish assignments and
other church-related positions in . >
Dayton,
Delhi
Township, ♦I
Kenwood, Mt. Washington, x
' -%
Springfield, Cincinnati, Fort
Loramie and Versailles, archdiocese officials said.
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The Office of Campus Involvement would like to thank
all student organization advisers for their
support of and dedication to student organizations at
Bowling Green State University.
JDianne Abbott
I Andy Accettoia
William David Albecht
f Jim Albert
Paul Wesley Alday
Chad Argotsinger
Alan Atallah
Melissa Baker
John Ballisteri
Kelly Barnelco
Cynthia Baron
Mary Ann Begley
Marvin Belzer
Mary Ellen Benedict
Vincent Benitez
Cynthia Benson
Karla Benson
Judy Bentley
Robert Berg
Bob Berns
Cynthia Bertelsen
Tim Blood
Bob Bortel
Robert Boughton
Cliff Boutelle
Daniel Brahier
Don Bright
Angelo Brown
Sheila Brown
Nell Browne
Tonya Bruni
Rachel Buff
Henlz Bulmalin
Jeff Burdlne
Dawn Burks
Mark Burnette
Kathleen Burr
Steve Cady
Tom Cahoon
Karen Callen
William Cappel
Jill CanCatherine Cassara
Bryan Cavins

Travis Chapin
Sydney Childs
Bill Coggln
Jenny Colpitts
Wayne Colvin
John Cooke
Mike Coomes
Montique Cotton
David Crafts
Rob Cramer
Nicole Craven
Katey Crider
Laura Cripple
Kenneth Crocker
Robert Cunningham
Michael Czyzniejewski
Ellen Dalton
Lynn Darby
Steven Domachowski
LaKertia Dowlen
Nancy Down
Joseph D'Uva
Mark Earley
Bruce Edwards
Juan Enriquez
Patricia Erickson
Stacy Fete
Megan Fields
Calvin Fish

Rodney Fleming
Yolanda Flores
Jerry Forle
James Forsc

Doug Forsyth
Debra Gallagher
Marti Gaustad

Michael Hachtel
Dennis Hale
Darren Hamilton
Tom Hanna
Chuck Hansen
Celesta Haraszti
Dean Harwood
Larry Hatch
Julie Haught
Barb Hayden
Sarah Helm
Gordy Heminger
Phyllis Henry
Amy 1 leuman
Michael Hevel
BethHofer
Kathy Hoff
Stephen Horowitz
Geoffrey Howes
Chuck Hoy
Bradley Hughes
Daesik Hur
Robert Hurlstone
James Jackson
Kim Jacobs
Vinod Jain
Randy James
Rebecca Jessen
Karen Johnson
Sally Johnson
Akiko K.iwano Jones
Deb Jump
Karen Kakas
Charles Kanwtocher
Charles KeU
Jackie Kldd-Lutzman

Susan Gavron

Mary Klock

Janice Gerda
Travis Gillum

Sri Kolla
Kevin Konecny
Catherine Koukinen

Carter Gllmer
Michael Ginsburg

Anne Gordon
Kay Gudehus
Jacqueline Guzell
Christine Haar

Ken Kracker

JoAnn Kroll
Peny Kruse
Patricia Kubow
William Kyle

Steve Lab
Pete Lafferty
John Laird
Loren Lamasky
Linda Lander
Richard Laughlin
Gary Layne
Lona Leek

Julie Lengfelder
Neocles Leontis
Norm Levine
Elainie Lilllos
Ryan Lovell
Deb Lowery

Fang Lu
Steven Lu8d
Jeannle Ludlow
Andreas Luescher
Justine Magslg
Theresa Mah
John Makay

Walter Maner
Wendy Manning
Norm Marks
Royce Ann Martin
Tom Masctro
Richard Mathey
Jocelyn Mathls
Martha Mazzarella
Karen Mazzeo
Alana McClelland
Jeanne MrDonagh
Warren McGovern
Lisa McHugh
Frank McKenna
John McMilen
John McMiller
David Meel
Rambna Meraz
Cralg Mertler
Leland Miller
Bonnie Mitchell
Kelly Modllnski
Emily Monago
Paul Moore

Glenn Shields
Steven Moorhead
Peter Shields
Shaun Moorman
Bettina Shufford
Simon Morgan Russell
Gary Silverman
Shawn Morin
Marc Simon
Paul Morris
John Sinn
Bruce Moss
Ken Snead
Mark Munson
Jeannine Snow
Rena Murphy
Randy Sokoll
Steve Newell
Irina Stakhanova
Mary Alice Newiam
Mariana NovozhJlora Steffan Tammyan Starr
-Joyce Steffan
A polios Nwauwa
Don Steinker
Shirley Osiler
Denise Stoddard
Hallfu Osumare
Jim Storcr
. Wanda Overland
David Stott
Colette Palamar
Audria Stout
Anthony Palumbo
Tom Striggow
Matt Partln
Jodi Stwart
Janice Pauken
Eileen Sullivan
Jeff Peake
Margaret Swanson
Jeffrey Pellegrino
Gabor Szekely '
Richard Penlesky
Clarence Terry
Jeffrey Perke
Kristin Torrey
Joe Perry
Kristin Tracy
Peter Pinto
Ron Tulley
Mandy Powell
Adrian Turner
Catherne Pratt
Eileen Underwood
Madhavarao Raghunathan
Denise Van De Walle
Andrea Reese
Judy VanDenBrook
Terry Rentner
David Warner
George Rice
Judy Washburn
Terry Richardson
Jodi Webb
Kay Robinson
Mary Lynn Rogge Poznlak Lynn Whitney
Dennis Wojtklewicz
Brian Rose
Jeanne Wright
Ryan Rosebeck
Mary Wrighten
Wilfred Roudebush
John Wylam
Emily Sanders
Peg Yacobuchi
Anne Sayler
Lorl Young
Kevin Sc'hempf
Debra Zappitelli
Ray Schneider
Bob Scholl
• •
Mary Beth Zerby
Don Schumacher
Mike Zickar
John Schumacher
Aimee Zlmmer
Catherine Shaffner
Adam Zygmunt
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"Americans deserve the confidence of
knowing that the individuals working in
our airports are worthy of our trust."

OPINION

Attorney General John AshcroA, on the increasing number of arrested airport
employees. The recert arrest of lMpeople brought the rertionwide total of airport-employee-related arrests to 356since Sept. II.
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Church carft tolerate sexual abuse
The Catholic Church took
a commendable step
forward on Tuesday
when Pope John Paul II acknowledged that sexual abuse by
priests is not only an American
scandal but also a global issue
that the entire Catholic Church
needs to address. While the pope
recommended a strong zero-tolerance policy for cases of sexual
abuse in the Church, American
cardinals issued a vague proposal Wednesday that failed to

establish a clear strategy for handling sexual offenders, leaving
victims unsatisfied and the
Church at risk for future problems.
The cardinals presented a proposal not as severe as the plan
the pope recommended The
cardinals' plan only addressed
priests who have a history of sexual abuse and called a one-time
offense a mere "fall from grace."
This response is insufficient and
irresponsible because it allows

sexual offenders tr>go unpunished.
The cardinals' statement suggested the abandonment of
CathoUc moral teaching caused
the sexual abuse scandal, but
they need to go further. When
the cardinals reconvene in Dallas
in June, they must determine
what motivates certain priests to
commit acts of sexual abuse and
find a way to prevent them from
occurring.
While identifying and examining the roots of the problem is

imperative. Church leaders
should also invest effort in eliminating sexual offenders from the
priesthood. Any priest accused
of sexual abuse in the past, present or future must face an internal investigation by the Church.
The Church needs to dismiss any
priest it deems responsible for
sexual offenses, whether the
accused is a repeat or first-time
offender.
Furthermore, Church officials
should recognize their moral and
ethical obligation to rum over

materials pertaining to sexual
abuse allegations to the proper
legal authorities. The Church is
negligent if it rails to disclose
information and thus hinders a
decision to press charges, regardless of whether or not legal institutions decide to prosecute
accused priests. Only the Church
has the authority to dismiss or
retain priests, but it is not in a
position to determine legal guilt
or innocence.
A zero-tolerance policy is the
only way to enforce unambigu-

ous and stringent guidelines for
penalizing offenders if the
Church intends to stop sexual
abuse by priests. The Church
cannot allow any room for mistakes in an issue this grave It is
time for American leaders of the
Catholic Church to set an international example and establish a
firm, universal position that
announces the Church does not,
under any circumstances, tolerate sexual abuse by its priests.
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PRESIDENT BUSH
& DOES NOT RWY W£W WfTH OTHERS.

Challenge your
PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
childhood beliefs
What issues should
USG address next
year?

AMANDA
YARHAM
Guest Column

MATHANAEL R0ESCH
SENIOR

"They should promote
The 906 Show."

Being gay is not a choice
BRENT
UMINA
Guest Column
This is in response to Chris
Keibleys article entitled "Going
Back To The Real World" from
the April 24 edition of The BG
News.
In reading this article I found
that Mr. Kelbley is not only illusioned to what the real world is,
but he is also a homophobe. I
will state right now that I am not
gay and I will never be gay.
However, the statement made
about Rainbow Daze was very
upsetting to me The splash that
was displayed in Rodgers was
not put up by VISION (BGSU's
group for gays/lesbians). In fact,

if I am correct, the hall director at are you trying to say that gays are
immoral? I am friends with two
Rodgers agreed to the window
splash and it was done by people gay men and they foDow pretty
at Rodgers. That would make
much the same moral code as
sense, wouldn't it? If some people everyone else I know. Being gay
in Rodgers complained about
is not a moral choice As I said
the window splash, then they,
before, it's the way you are from
like Mr. Kelbley, are homophobes birth. Also, the reason why your
also.
splash wouldn't be painted is
What Is wrong with being
because straight people are not
homosexual? It's not like one day the ones being repressed by nara man or woman wakes up and
row minded homophobes.
says, "Oh damn, I'm gay." People
So, when I go out to the "real
can not help the way they are
world," I will be saddened to
bom. It is a lifestyle that one is
know that homophobes like Mr.
infused with at birth.
Mr. Kelbley clearly shows his ' Kelbley are among the people I
ignorance in the statement "how will interact with outside of the
college setting. Oh wait, I forgot:
much support do you think
someone would get on this cam- You're already in my college setting Mr. Kelbley. I guess the real
pus if they tried to paint the
words "I'm straight: I choose to
world has spilled into the proteclive a moral lifestyle." Mr. Kelbley, tive realms of BGSU s campus.

Enjoy your last week
of classes!
Submission policy
Do you agree with all of the* We
doubt it WriK us and let us know
where you stand

LETTERS TO THE EDfTOt are to be less
than 500 words (less than two typed,
double-spaced pages). These are usually in response to a current issue on
the BGSU campus or Bowling Green
area.

GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually, also, in response to a current issue on the BGSU campus or
Bowling Green area.
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Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space permits.

Name, phone number and address
should be included tor verification
purposes.
FVrsonal attacks and anonymous
submissions will not be printed
Send submission to the Opinion
mailbox at210Vvest HaD or
bgrovs@tistrOTC.bgsu.edu with the
subject line marked Tetter to the editor" or "guest column."

ERICA MINIX

SENIOR
"They should extend
quiet hours campus
wide."

BETHANY GIBSON

SENIOR
"Parking."

SARAH SCKWARZ
SENIOR

"They should address
the hard sandwiches
at the Union."

I am writing in response to
articles from the past three
days written by Erin Downing,
Gregory Gillen, Matt Ziegler,
[Catherine Kontak, and Heather
HasseL All five of these individuals have expressed how offensive they found Brian Yarham's
article published in last Friday's
paper. In this article, he states
that it is not possible for any
one person to hold the beliefs
of a Darwinian, Catholic and
Christian all at the same time
For some reason, Darwinians
don't seem to care, but many
Catholics on campus are outraged.
So tell me why are you so
upset? Did Brian make any
comments about the Catholic
religion that simply aren't true?
Are you a devout Catholic if
you do not go to confession,
say your Hail Mary's, give
something up for lent, get married in the Catholic Church,
and sign a contract saying you
will raise your children
Catholic? Brian was simply saying there is no Biblical backing
for these practices, which
makes them unnecessary,
man-made rules.
I hate to burst your bubble,
but he's absolutely correct So
here's a little homework for
those of you who had your
feelings hurt by the truth. Find
the place in the Bible that commands the practices you hold
dear. I guarantee you cant You
allow the Pope to control your
beliefs and determine what is
right and wrong. You give him
the undeserved holiness and
power of an immortal because
your parents told you to just
like their parents told them.
You go about your daily lives
and do the things you do for
the wrong reasons. Just
because you live like a "good"
person does not make you a
Christian. Read the Bible Do
what it says. That's how we are
commanded to live our lives.
Ms. Downing, you said Brian
"sees Catholicism as a set of
practices, not a set of beliefs."
Wouldn't you say your practices reflect your beliefs? If they
don't, why do you do them?
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Mr. Gillan, I guess I need to
remind you that we are now
under the new covenant and
we no longer need to stay
kosher, or bathe after we touch
a place where people sit. Also,
when I got married, I didn't
wear a veil: I found a tiara that
was much prettier.
Mr. Zeigler, the reason we
read Jesus' parables and the
book of Genesis differently is
because Jesus clearly says that
the parables are in fact parables. God never said that of
Genesis. Furthermore, we dont
"allow Jesus to teO fictional and
morally relevant stories" He
created them and He allows us
to read them.
Ms. Hassel, you're absolutely
correct in that the Bible was
written thousands of years ago,
and translated many times. I
encourage you to sit down with
as many different translations
of the Bible as you are able and
find the differences (I have
found up to nine different versions at the Jerpme library
alone). The fact is that many
English translations of the
Bible have been translated
directly from the Greek and
Hebrew and their differences
are minuscule. All you've done
is doubt what the Bible has to
say.
Ms. Kontak, what exactly are
the redeeming qualities of
Catholicism that you speak of?
We are not given religion to feel
good about ourselves. We are
commanded to honor our
God, leaving our personal,
worldly interests out
And to all of you who question where Brian got his information, here you are: He was
baptized Catholic as a baby,
grew up attending Catholic
mass, including perfect attendance at his HbK classes. Not to
mention the fact that almost
his entire family, including his
father, his grandparents, and all
of his aunts and uncles, are
Catholic His family relationships, personal experiences,
and previous education give
him enough understanding of
Catholicism to make the statements he did.
I do not claim to be perfect,
but I do make sure that I can
justify my beliefs through
scripture. I encourage all of
you, as Brian so boldly did, to
challenge your beliefs, put
them to the test and seek the
truth.
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Candidated battle
over state failure

USS Cod stands
in for sunken sub

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
'«( ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND — A Vvtorld War II
submarine docked in Lake Erie is
starring in a National Geographic
documentary about a sub that
sank nearly 63 years ago.
The USS Cod is standing in for
the USS Squalus, which sank to
the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean
on May 23, 1939, when a valve
stuck open during a trial dive off
the coast of New Hampshire.
Of the Squalus' 56 crew members and three civilian contractors, 26 men drowned. They were
trapped in the rear engine rooms.
The remaining 33 were rescued
I after a day-and-a-half. They had
I been huddled in forward comI partments sealed by watertight
I doors before climbing from the
I submarine into a diving bell speI dally designed to link with the
| sub's hatch.
It was the first such undertakling in history, according to the
[Navy.
I Trior to this (rescue), any subI marine disaster spelled certain
I death for the crew," said Paul
iFarace, curator of the Cod.
the Squalus is one of two subImarines to be featured in the doclumentary on submarine rescues.
Ill will be televised in fury on
"We were looking for a submane we could use to represent the
qualus," said Simon Boyce, chief
n, who produced the docu-

DAYTON — A century ago,
Ohio enjoyed political and economic clout, with the fourthlargest delegation in Congress, a
native son in the White House
and its industrialists helping
transform the nation.
Today, that influence is gone,
and the state is struggling to
catch up in the new servicebased, high-technology economy.
"How Ohio is perceived and
how it functions, in contrast to
100 years earlier, is just a dramatic difference," Ohio historian
George W. Knepper told the
Dayton Daily News for a story
yesterday.
"I don't see the end of the slide
right at the moment," he said.
That slide has become an
issue in the upcoming gubernatorial election, the newspaper
said.
Republican Gov. Bob Taft is
campaigning both to keep his
seat and to push his planned 10year, $1.6 billion Third Frontier
Project, meant to nudge Ohio
into the 21st century economy.
He hopes to put a $500 million
bond issue to fund the project
before voters next year.
"We're not moving fait
enough to keep pace with olir
competitors or replace jobs lost
to productivity," Taft said.
Tim Hagan, the Democrat
challenging Taft in November,

mentary. "For the re-creation we
needed a boat that could look as
similar as possible."
The Cod is of a similar vintage
and still intact, with working
valves and control boards. Several
area actors landed roles in the
documentary.
A film crew spent last week costuming and applying makeup to
the actors and working out
makeshift lighting in the cramped
quarters.
Farace said the Squalus got as
much attention as the Russian
nuclear submarine
Kursk
received in 2000 when all of its
118 crew members died during a
training operation in the Barents
Sea.
The Squalus was raised to the
surface after the rescue. The flood
damage was repaired and the
submarine compiled a distinguished war record as the recommissioned USS Sailfish.
The Squalus reenactment
meant extra cash for the Cod's
staff to continue its mission of
maintaining an accurate and
authentic piece of history.
Money
from
National
Geographic is "icing" on the Cod's
gate-dominated budget, Farace
said.
The Cod's president, Dr. John
Associated Press Ptioto
Fakan, lent the film crew authentic World War II Navy blankets DISASTER: Actors portray crewmen of the USS Squalus during filmand uniforms for the filming.
ing of National Geographic's submarine rescue documentary.

said Taft has been too slow to
focus on technology and education, and bluntly assessed the
proposed fix.
"What are we securing?"
Hagan asked. "A second-class
state."
Taft disputed that, telling the
newspaper the state is second in
the country at creating factory
jobs for exports. But he warned
of a bleak future without his project
"If we commit this investment
in. Ohio's future, we can transform our economy," he said "If
we do not, Ohio will not be a
leader in the 21st century."
The newspaper compiled several examples of the political and
economic decline:
• From 1868 to 1924, seven of
10 presidents were Ohioans Sen.
John Glenn, as an astronaut and
statesman, possibly eclipsed
them all
Today, Ohio's best known
politician is U.S. Rep. lames A.
Traficant Jr. The rambunctious
Youngstown Democrat was convicted this month on corruption
and bribery charges and faces
expulsion from the House.
"If you include notoriety,
lames Traficant would qualify as
the best-known Ohioan," said
Wright State University political
scientist Robert Adams.
• Ohio ranked 44th among the
50 states in population growth
from 1990 to 2000.
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Take summer classes at Owens!

Friday April 26th, 2002
Nick Hall
Leslie Axe
Adam Therrion
Becky Branic
Pat McNally
Marissa Bruno
Thomas Soggs
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Then, transfer
the credits
directly back to
your university!
Check out Summer classes at
www.owens.edu

Get ahead and graduate early!

Catch up on your schedule!

You can download an
application and register
for Owens classes
over the Internet!

Make up for a past class and
improve your GPA!

Choose from three
convenient sessions:
June 10 -August 2,
June 10-July 12 or
July 1 - August 2

WENS

COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Call 1 800-GO-OWENS, Ext. 7777 today!
Owens Community College • Just 15 miles north of Bowling Green, right off I-75!
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NAACP leader defends affirmative action
DETROIT (AP) —The NAACP's national chairman on
yesterday offered a vigorous defense of affirmative
action, saying "as long as race counts, we've got to
count race." Julian Bond told the crowd of about
10,000 that "affirmative action is under attack not
because it failed but because it succeeded."

Cardinal lawyer says reform will wait until June
By Km Maguire
THE ASSOCIATE!) PRESS

BOSTON — Cardinal Bernard
law said yesterday that expectations for reform following the
recent summit of cardinals were
too high, reiterating that the creation of a national policy on sexually abusive priests would have to
wait until a Catholic bishops conference.
"As a group of cardinal archbishops, we were able to say that
there were certain things that we
felt we would like to bring to that
June meeting," Law told the congregation at the beginning of
Mass at Boston's Cathedral of the
Holy Cross. "We were not there to
make decisions."
! Cardinals across the country
are reporting back after a two-day
gathering in Rome, where they
agreed they would recommend a
! process to defrock any priest who
has become "notorious and is

guilty of the serial, predatory sexual abuse of minors."
During the short statement,
Law did not address calls for his
resignation. But he referred to
himself and his fellow priests as
"wounded healers."
"These are not easy days to
serve in the pastoral role that is
mine," Law said during the special Mass dedicated to hope and
healing
"All of us are wounded healers,"
he said. "And when we remember
that, we are able to be the people
that we should be.. When we are
not that, we degenerate into
anger and division. And that's not
who we are. That's not who God
calls us to be."
Law also called for a special day
of prayer about the sexual abuse
crisis, to be held during the
Pentecostal celebrations, which
start May 10.
Appearing on morning news

shows yesterday, U.S. cardinals
who attended the Vatican meeting last week indicated there still
was no agreement on whether
clergymen accused of sexual
abuse should be expelled from
the priesthood.
Speaking on "Fox News
Sunday," Cardinal Theodore
McCarrick of Washington said he
supported ousting any priest
accused in the future but said the
cardinals were divided about
whether the policies should
apply to past allegations.
Cardinal Francis George of
Chicago, who appeared on several shows, said there still needs to
be some discussion on the "one
strike and you're out" approach.
On NBC's "Meet the Press," he
said "mandated sentences" may
not be the answer and that cardinals needed some discretion.
The U.S. Conference of
Catholic Bishops, at its lune

Sen. Jesse Helms in slow
recovery after surgery
FAIRFAX^aV—^>eaTesse^TmHa^^rePHrt
Helms remained in a cardiac that was installed in his heart 10
intensive care unit yesterday, years ago. Inova Fairfax Hospital
recovering from surgery to has not been releasing details on
replace a worn-out heart valve, his condition.
his chief aide said.
During Thursday's operation, a
• "It is a gradual process," Jimmy new pig valve was substituted for
Broughton said of Helm's recov- one that was used to replace
fery. "People shouldn't expect Helms' own mitral valve in 1992.
ftiajor news everyday. He will be The mitral valve guards the open'there a while."
ing between the left upper and
■ Helms, 80, underwent surgery lower chambers of the heart. It is

not unusual for pig valves to wear
out and need replacement
Surgeons also repaired Helms'
Bicuspid valve between the right
auricle and ventricle of the heart
which prevents blood from flowing back into the auricle.
Helms, a North Carolina
Republican known for his strong
conservative views, announced
in 2000 he would retire in January
after 30 years in the Senate.
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...Congratulations on
finding the job!
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Field Manor Apartments
New
Lower
Prices

Semester
Leases
Available

(519 Leroy Ave. 541 & 560 Frazee Ave)
.1 Bedroom
Rent from $625.00/010.

Mercer Manor
Apartments
(323 and 331 Mercer Rd.)
•3 Bedroom
• Furnished
•A/C, fireplace
• Microwaves, garbage disposals
• Rent from 5750.00/1110.

Heinz Apartments
(818 N. Enterprise St., 424 &
451 Frazee Ave.)
• 3 Bedroom
• '
• Furnished
,,_
•A/C, fireplace, microwaves \ * Vo
• Rent from s'Soo.oo/mo.

(818 Thurstin, 624, 070 8< 656 Frazee Ave)
• 2 Bedroom
• Furnished
it
• Dishwashers and garbage disposals
• Rent from J62s.oo/mo.

l
8

Campbell Hill
Apartment?
(308, 3H-318, 3*4, 326,
328 8< 330 Campbell hill Rd.)
• 2 Bedroom
• Furnished
•A/C, Dishwashers, garbage disposals
• Rent from ^775.00/mo.

CAST WOOSTH ST. •
352-0717

HOURS:

Mon- Frl
9am- 5pm
Saturday
9am- ipm
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embarass your friends! May 7th is the final
BG News of the 2001/2002 school year!
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Happy Graduation
Mikey!...
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meeting in Dallas, is expected to
vote on whether to approve a
national policy that will be binding on every diocese.
Cardinal Edward Szoka, past
leader of the Detroit archdiocese,
argued yesterday that pedophilia
is no more prevalent among
priests than it is in any other profession. Szoka, who now works at
the Vatican and attended last
week's summit, was the corhmencement speaker at Sacred
Heart Seminary in Detroit
"We don't deny the problem of
pedophilia. We deeply regret it,
We are ashamed of it and will do
whatever is necessary to correct
it," said Szoka, 74. "But we do
reject the attempts to discredit
Associated Pros Photo
the priesthood and the Catholic
Church."
PROTEST: Boston residents protest Cardinal Bernard Law
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Ohio and Tennessee Valley storms kill three
homes about 20 miles north of
the Kentucky border. The body of
an elderly woman was found outside her mobile home, said
Robbie McGee, a dispatcher with
the Union County Sheriff's
Department
About 25 houses and trailer
homes were damaged or
destroyed and more than two
dozen people suffered mostly
minor injuries.
Tony Kaufman said he and his
family sought shelter in the basement "When I worked up the
courage to come upstairs I saw
that the wind had sucked, the
dishes out of my kitchen cupboards," he said.
Tornadoes touched down in
the middle Tennessee counties of
Rutherford and Cannon at about
7:30 am., emergency officials
said. At least 18 people were
injured near Murfreesboro, and
more than 60 homes were damaged when a tornado cut a 10mile path through Rutherford
County, officials said.
In Cannon County, "the last
report was three homes
destroyed—two trailers and a log
home," said emergency management director Faye Morse Three
other homes were damaged; no
injuries were reported.
It wasn't immediately clear if
the tornado was the same one
that touched down in Rutherford.
In western Kentucky, straightline wind destroyed a house,
killing a man, said Barry Hart,

ByJimSiiir
THE ASSOCIATED PIESS

ST. LOUIS — Storms battered
the Tennessee and Ohio valleys
on yesterday with tornadoes,
high wind and hail, upending
homes and killing at least three
people, including a 12-year-old
boy who was catapulted from his
bed.
The tornados were part of powerful storms carrying heavy rain
and snow On the systems northem edge, up to 20 inches of snow
fell overnight in Wisconsin.
Thousands were without power
and wet snow contributed to four
traffic deaths in Minnesota.
A tornado cut a four-mile
swath through Marble Hill, Ma,
south of St Louis, early yesterday
and swept a family from their
home into a nearby lake and
pond. A 12-year-old boy was
dropped onto land and died.
The tornado, packing wind up
to 180 mph, injured 16 people,
smashed vehicles and bent semitrailers in half before racing east,
said meteorologist )im Packett of
the weather service's office in
Paducah.Ky.
"It took several houses completely away. Blown to sticks —
nothing left but the subfloor,"
Marble Hill Police Sgt. Dennis
Willis said. "They didnt get everybody accounted for until nearly
daylight."
High wind sweeping across
southern Illinois early yesterday
destroyed or damaged several

"All Day, Everyday"
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Consider pursuing a Career in:
industrial Hygiene or
Environmental » Occupational Health
Master 4>f Public Health (via the Northwest
mortiiun for Public Health)
Environmental & Occupational Health Major:
raduotw. are prepared "> address anvm-onrnantal and occupational
laralth Wauas (torn scientific, regulatery. and administrative
*» far Industrie*, regulatory agencies Including health
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ItbW: Majors in Public Health Adml.iitrat.on and
Health Promotion and Education

Master of Science in Occupational Health
Industrial Hygiene Major:
The Industrial Hygiene profession focuses on understanding and
Implementing scientific, technical, regulatory and managerial
principles and concepts that focus on preventing or minimizing
unnecessary human exposure and mitigating conditions associated
with harmful agents and factors that arise from the workplace
that can cause harm to workers or members of the commuruiy.
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director of Breckinridge County
Emergency Management. A
woman found in the wreckage
was taken to a hospital, he said.
About 30 people were injured
in Kentucky when the storms hit
around 4 a.m.. authorities said
Thats probably why we have
more injuries than we usually do,
because it's hard to alert people at
that hour," said Ray Bowman, a
spokesman for the state Division
of Emergency Management
Up to 20 inches of snow fell at
the northern Wisconsin community of Elcho, where the 140-student Elcho High School celebrated its prom Saturday night
"The power kept flashing out
and the speakers with the musk
kept going out," 16-year-old
Kelsey Wolff said. "It was called A
Night to Remember.' We were all
laughing about that."
More than 35,000 customers of
Wisconsin Public Service Corp.
were without power yesterday in
northern Wisconsin, Wisconsin
Public Service Corp. reported. In
Minnesota, Xcel Energy spokeswoman Mary Sandok said 57,000
customers lost power during the
night By midday, outages there
were down to about 18,000.
In Ohio, thunderstorms with
high wind and hail the size of golf
balls damaged rooftops and cars
Associated Press Photo
yesterday, and there were tornaMESS:
Debris
from
an
overturned
mobile
home
rests
on
top
of
a
parked
car
across
the
street
after a
do warnings in at least nine countornado ripped through Providence, Ky. yesterday.
ties by late afternoon
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Rallies in Moscow protest Catholic growth
MOSCOW (AP) — About 1,500 people gathered in
downtown Moscow yesterday to protest the rising profile of the Roman Catholic Church in Russia Similar
rallies took place in 25 other Russian cities. The rallies
underlined rising tensions over the dominant Russian
Orthodox Church's contention that the Vatican is
poaching on its traditional territory.

WORLD

Cult evolves around suicide bombers
ByHaraaHendaw
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITE*

JENIN REFUGEE CAMR West
Bank — Mohammed Badi, 13,
says he wants to die young. "Life
is not good here. I'll do an operation," the seventh-grader said in a
matter-of-fact tone.
In today's Palestinian parlance,
an "operation" means a suicide
bombing or a gun attack that is
certain to end with The assailant's
death. In either case, an eternity
in paradise is thought lo await the
bomber and the gunman.
There's no way to judge
whether Badi really means to go
through with it, but his words
illustrate how the appeal of suicide attacks, once the domain of
militant Muslim groups, is striking roots throughout Palestinian
society and giving rise to a cult
complete with rituals.
Secular Palestinians have
blown themselves up in the nearly 60 attacks in 19 months. So
have women. So have teen-agers.
After each attack, candy is distributed in the streets, and
women often greet the news with
joyous shrieks. Attackers videotape their final words against a
backdrop of assault rifles and
banners with Quranic verses.
Posters of the bombers and gunmen in Rambo-like poses are
plastered on walls.
Palestinians say the bombings
are a legitimate weapon in fighting for their independent state.
Israel says they're intolerable acts
of tenor and hunted down militants in the West Bank this month

in its largest military operation in
20 years.
Opinion polls indicate that
more than 70 percent of
Palestinians support suicide
attacks, and experts say the high
regard in which the "martyrs" are
held in society is shaping the next
generation.
"Martyrdom has become an
ambition for our children," said
Fadl Abu I lein, a psychology lecturer from Gaza "If they had a
proper education in a normal
environment, they won't have
looked for a value in death."
The militants say they get so
many candidates that they have
waiting lists. Priority goes to those
with good knowledge of Israeli
roads, cities and landmarks,
hence many of the bombers turn
out to have had jobs in Israel.
When zero hour approaches,
would-be bombers offer a final
prayer and listen to a sermon on
martyrdom. They then set out
with no goodbyes to family or
friends.
Explosives strapped around
their waist, they look for a spot
where they can cause as many
deaths and as much destruction
as possible by blowing themselves up. Favorite targets: crowded buses, cafes, outdoor markets.
News of a bombing is
announced from loudspeakers
mounted on mosque minarets.
Spontaneous marches set out to
the bomber's house. The family
later makes itself available at a
youth center or social club for
people to pay respects — not

VARSITY LANES
$5.00 COLLEGE NIGHT
Who:

Any college student

Where: Varsity Lanes -1033 S. Main St.
Bowling Green OH. (352-5247)

Price:

Associated Press Photo

HEROES?: (Above) Two men sit
in front of posters glorifying
Palestinian suicide bombers and
fighters on a wall in Jenin
refugee camp in the West Bank.
(Right) A poster on a wall Jenin
refugee camp glorifies
Palestinian suicide bomber
Shadi Zakaria. Zakaria killed 16
people in a March 31 attack in
Haifa. Suicide bombings have
grown so much in appeal and
popularity that a cult complete
with what could pass as rituals
has evolved around them.

Attention High School Students!

S

Help
Wanted

Bowling Green State University Dining Services
is seeking high school students, age 14 or
older to work beginning June 7th - Fall 2002

When: Monday - Wednesday,
9:00 - 11:00 p.m.

What:

condolences.
Within hours, posters of the
bomber go up on walls. Shadi
Tobasi's is typical. He killed 15
people in a Haifa restaurant
March 31. He is posed holding a
pistol and Quran against a backdrop of a dead Palestinian child
and an image of Islam's goldtopped Dome of the Rock in
Jerusalem.
The exterior walls of the Tobasi
family house just outside the
lenin refugee camp were almost
entirely covered with graffiti soon
after news of his act became
known. "Shadi, we shall never forget you," said one. "Shadi, enjoy
paradise," said another.
Suicide bombings, which kill
mostly
civilians
including
women and children, have captured the imagination of Muslims
the world over who see Israel as
their religion's chief enemy.
According to the official Iraqi
news agency, since March suicide
bombers' families have since
March been receiving $25,000
from Iraqi leader Saddam
Hussein, who likes to be seen as
the Palestinians' best friend. That
was an increase over the $10,000
Saddam has given to families of
Palestinians killed in uprising to
date, funds which arrive through
bank transfers overseen by the
Arab Liberation Front, the local
chapler Saddam's of Baath party.
After a long debate, Muslim
clerics are near consensus now
that suicide bombings are permitted by Islam and that the
bombers are martyrs.

2 hours of bowling & shoes,
slice of pizza
„
& large pop

NOTE: June 7th - Fall 2002 work is based on level of
business, work is NOT guaranteed during this time frame.
'-.I

Duties Include:
'

Serving Food & Utility Tasks
Pay Rate: $6.20 per hour

WWSNEVV

Applications and submission materials
are available at the Dining Services
UNIVERSITY
Central Office located at 200 Centrex
Building. Questions? Call Michelle or
Laurie® Dining Services 372-9291
State of Ohio Minor Labor Laws require that all students must
be at least 14 years of age. A work permit is required during
the summer for all students 14 or 15 years of age. Students 16
' and 17 do not need a work permit during the summer. Work
permits are required dunng the school year for anyone between
the ages of 14 and 17.

Only $5.00
per person
,
& drink specials I

GREENBRIAR

•Renovated and Remodeled
• Efficiencies
•One Bedroom Apartments
•A/C, garbage disposals & parking
close to downtown

Rent from $385/mo.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

NEW1PVE

Hours:
M-F 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-lpm

445EV*osteSt
Bowling Giwn OH 43402
419-3S2-0717

«?i

ft

CIIINUIAI. INC.

*ww wawt.ocg/-gbrenul

BRAND NEW HOUSES
AVAILABLE FALL 2002

Rentals

Burrwood Subdivision

•

• 3 & 4 Bedroom Houses
•1-2 car garages w/ automatic
openers
• Microwaves, garbage disposals,
, dishwashers
•washer & dryer in every home
•walk in closets, ample storage
• 2 blocks from campus w/
shuttle service
• Starting at $1200.00 (limit 3 people)

2 bedroom unfurnished apartments
August 2002

NEWIi>VE
Rentals

332 S. Main
352-5620

www.newloverealty.com

2 Blocks from
Campus
480 Lehman

354-3533

BGSU

Hf"W

VILLAGE
GBEEN
APTS.

£

Graduate Student Housing
Historic Milliken Hotel
101 S. Main Street

HOURS:
M-F
9am- $pm
Sat.

9dm- ipm

WUtOOSlHSl
BOWING GRKN, OH UMH
W-H2-0W

GUINIMAI, INC.

WORLD

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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14 killed in
Indonesia
By Michael Casey
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Associate Press Photo

CAMPAIGN: Amadou Toumani Toure sitting on top of SUV waving, a leading candidate in Mali's presidential elections, waves to the
crowd in Bamako on the last day of campaigning Friday.

Mali prepares for election,
j with some help from camels
robes in dirt-courtyard polling seeking re-election.
One leading contender is forplaces.
Results are expected tomor- mer Prime Minister Ibrahim
BAMAKO, Mali — Camels
Keita. who has won the backing
helped cany the ballot box to row.
Many expressed disillusion- of a surging new Islamic moveSahara Desert nomads in
Timbuktu and beyond yesterday ment with Mali's money-greased ment making its first entry into
as a democracy singled out by government in particular — but Mali politics.
The movement is calling for
the West as a model for Africa faith for democracy in general.
"My single vote won't changed religious instructions in schools,
held a wide-open presidential
anything. But if everyone votes, it a crackdown on bars and brothrace.
Twenty-four candidates were can," said Mamourou Coulibaly, els and the retention of a man's
competing in Mali, West Africa's an impoverished, unmarried legal role as head of the houselargest nation and one of the peanut fanner in a din-road vil- hold.
A desert-trade crossroads,
world's poorest There will be a lage outside the capital of
Mali is religiously tolerant by
May 12 runoff if no candidate Bamako.
Three monied members of centuries-old tradition.
wins an outright majority.
Mali's imams shocked many
Around the country, turbaned past governments are leading
women with babies strapped to the race to lead the country's 11 Friday by ordering worshippers
their backs pressed up against million people. Constitutional to vote for Keita — or go against
prevent
two-term God.
men in frayed and faded Western limits
Keita, in long white robes,
clothes or traditional flowing President Alpha Konare from
By Ellen Knickmeytr

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
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Bicj/Lil Pairs
Krista Aschemeier ~ Audrey Meyer
Allison Dugan ~ Nkole (jandre
Amy (jerdeman ~ Cassie Streb
Chandra (fjiass ~ Emily Keaney
Jenni U^rande ~ Carrie freshner
Amanda Little ~ Melissa Willing
(ifenie Sieling; ~ Nikki Brenner
Nikki Stanley ~ Nicole Ifyslinger

white cap, and dark shades, said
he welcomed the Islamic movement's entry into Mali's politics.
"We are an Islamic nation; the
majority of the population of the
religion of Islam," Keita said
while voting near his high-walled
home.
"1 am strongly committed to
the secular system of the country, but it (the Islamic political
movement) can be an asset."
Across the dusty capital, former military ruler Amadou
Toumani Toure chose a military
school as the place to vote
Toure took power in 1991 by
overthrowing a 23-year dictator
who forced troops to fire on student protesters.

JAKARTA, Indonesia — Blackmasked assailants armed with
guns, grenades and daggers
stormed a village in Indonesia's
religiously divided Maluku
province yesterday, killing 14
Christians in a brutal pre-dawn
attack that threatened a fragile
peace pact.
Shouting "kill them all," a
dozen men entered the mostly
Christian village of Soya on the
outskirts of Ambon, the provincial capital and the focus of three
years of sectarian violence that
killed 9,000 people, witnesses
said.
The attackers went from
house to house, shooting residents and setting fire to 30
homes and a Protestant church,
witnesses said. They said six
people were stabbed to death,
including a 6-month-old child,
six died in fires and two were
believed to have been shot.
"The scene is horrible," one
witness said on condition of
anonymity. "I saw six bodies
burned so badly you couldn't
recognize them."
The attack came two days
after a militant Islamic group,
Laskar Jihad, rejected a February
peace deal meant to end the
righting between Muslims and
Christians in Maluku, a region
known as the Spice Islands during Dutch colonial rule.

WORK FOR US!
The BG News is hiring reporters, designers, photographers and copy editors for the summer.
Applications are available in 210 West Hall.
Contact Phil Greenberg at jamirgree@aol.com for
more information.

"SBgtmIS
...You finally
made it!

To the best
roomate ever...
Congratulations on
your lavaliering...
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Christie Swigert ~ Amy Ladd
Jill Wilson ~ Allison Warfkis
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IF YOU MOVE-IN BEFORE MAY

15, 2002

FEATURES INCLUDE THE FOLLOWINGi
• Minnies to IM.M'

It's your last chance to publicly recognize or
embarass your friends! May 7th is the final
BG News of the 2001/2002 school year!
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(419) 352-6335

TOUR ONLINE
VIUAGEGREEN.COM
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• \ir conditioning
• .New kitchens with brand new
appliances Including dishwashers
• High-speed |nterhci access
l.amulr) facilities in .ill hulldlngfi
Ample parking carports available
Serene, park-like setting
< ouvcnlent location, casj access m
I **S. Illghwa) JS and Route (»
• Service Express Maintenance
Guarantee Program
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2 BEDROOMS
FOR ONLY $500!

"It may be the end of the
peace deal," said Cornelius
Bohm, a Christian pastor in
Ambon who said he had "no
doubt" that Laskar lihad was
behind the attack. The group
could not be reached for comment yesterday.
A senior police officer in
Ambon, speaking on condition
of anonymity, said 14 people
were killed and 11 injured, while
national Police Chief Gen. Da'i
Bactiar put the death toll at
eight. Both officers refused to
speculate on the religion of the
killers.
Survivors said they initially
thought the camouflage-clad
intruders were soldiers carrying
out a security sweep but that the
assailants then started tossing
grenades and shooting at anyone who moved. Those interviewed described the attackers
as "terrorists" and said they were
unsure if they were Muslim.
Some witnesses raised the
possibility the military may have
been involved, saying the attackers were well-trained, armed
with M- 16s and wearing military
fatigues. Officials vehemently
rejected the suggestion.
Security was right yesterday as
police and army troops searched
for the attackers. Troops put up
roadblocks in Ambon and
enforced a nighttime curfew to
prevent further outbreaks of religious violence.

With Coupon
Display Personal

OFF

Ads Only
Expires 5-4-02

BGNews • 204 West Hall • 372-6977 • Bursarable
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BE THE ENVY OF YOUR FRIENDS

i

WE'RE THE ENVY OF THE NEIGHBORI
Leased by the Bedroom - As
Low as $325 a Month!
Leases Available May to May
and August to August!
Full Size Washer and Dryer
in Every Apartment!
24 Hour Emergency
Maintenance!
Resort Style Pool With
Hot Tub!

Huge 24 Hour Fitness Center!
24 Hour State of the Art
Computer Center!
24 Hour Gameroom With
Pool Table!
All New Appliances Including
Microwave, Dishwasher &
Ice Maker!
Basketball and Sand
Volleyball Courts!

■m

NO
MONEY
DOWN!

NO
DEPOSIT!

Restrictions may apply. See management for details. Coupon Expires 5/10/02
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BGSU
| Sterling
* University
Enclave

MINGUMVMY

706 Napoleon Road

SUH® is a trademark of SUH®, Inc.
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WWW.SUHEMCLAVE.COM

706 NAPOLEON RD.
BOWLING GREEN
OHIO 43402
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NBA: IVERSON SAVES THE SIXERS FROM ELIMINATION. PAGE 12

MONDAY
April 29,
2002
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING CREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

BGNEWS
BRIEFING
Harris, Hiscox earn
conference honors
Two members of the
Bowling Green men's tennis
program have been honored
by their peers around the MidAmerican Conference. BG
head coach Jay Harris has
been named the 2002 MAC
Coach of the Year, while junior
Geoff Hiscox was named the
MAC Player of the Year.
The
league's
specialty
awards were announced
Saturday
at the MAC
Championships in Buffalo,
N.Y.

Men's track holds
press conference
The Bowling Green men's
track team, represented by
parents and former athletes of
the track program, held a
press conference yesterday to
announce its intentions to
work out solutions to save the
three sports being eliminated
by the University.
The group plans to meet
with Athletic Director Paul
Krebs Thursday. They will discuss different solutions to raise
money to keep swimming,
tennis and track and field.
More tommorrow.

Hony wins it for Lakers
Los Angeles sweeps
Portland in three
games to advance in
the playoffs.

yesterday.

The Blazers, who have lost
seven straight playoff games to
the Lakers dating to Game 7 of
the 2000 Western Conference
finals, appeared to have the
game won after Rasheed Wallace
made one of two free throws to
give Portland a 90-86 lead with
17.1 seconds left.
Despite a horrendous second
half, the Lakers had some tricks
left in their bag Bryant immediately made a 3-pointer with 12.7
seconds to go, and Portland's
Scottje Pippen shot l-of-2 from
the line after he was fouled.
Rick Fox inbounded the ball to

IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PORTLAND, Ore — Shaquille
O'Neal was bottled up and Kobe
Bryant didn't have an open shot,
so it was up to Robert Horry to
win it for the Los Angeles hikers.
Horry made a 3-pointer with
2.1 seconds left to cap a furious
last-minute comeback, and the
Lakers completed a three-game
sweep of the Portland Trail
Blazers with a 92-91 victory

t»—"

Bryant, who was guarded by the
self-proclaimed "Kobe Stopper,"
Ruben Patterson. Bryant went
right and flung the ball to Horry,
who was waiting in the comer off
to Bryant's right Pippen was late
in getting a hand up, and Hony
swished the jumper.
The Blazers had one last
chance, but Pippen's inbound
pass went over Wallace's head,
and Horry rebounded with 0.9
seconds left.
Portland was in the game not
only because the Lakers shot 41
percent in the second half, but
because the Blazers played terrific
defense on O'Neal for a change.

The Asscciated Press

CONGRATS: Robert Horry celebrates with his Laker teammates.
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Cincinnati
has 7-game
win streak
snapped
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CINCINNATI — Barry Bonds
ducked and stayed mum. Sean
Casey couldn't get out of the way
of a retaliatory fastball and started screaming.
That's how the Cincinnati
Reds' seven-game winning
streak ended yesterday — with a
purpose pitch and a flash of
anger.
Reggie Sanders and Benito
Santiago homered through a
gusty wind, and Casey's plunking
started a late Reds rally that came
Jup short as the San Francisco
Giants held on for a 5-4 victory.
The Giants ended their longest
road trip in three years with a 5-7
record, then headed home,
where they'll play a three-game
series against the Reds next
weekend.
Some hard feelings will
accompany them.
"Forget the baseball part. This
is about life," fumed Casey, who
was hit on the back of the arm
while turning away from Felix
Rodriguez's up-and-in fastball in
the eighth inning "That's as mad
as I've ever been."
Tempers were touched off
with the Giants leading 4 -1 on J.T.
Snow's two RBIs and solo
homers by Reggie Sanders and
Benito Santiago that sailed
through a gusty wind.
Barry Bonds, who has been
bothered by a sore hamstring
and managed only one homer
on the trip, had a single, a walk
and a groundout against limmy
Haynes (2-3).
When Bonds came to bat
against reliever Gabe White in
the eighth, he threw a pitch that
sailed over his head. Bonds then
grounded out again.
He had to dodge several pitches during the three-game series.
The Giants weren't about to let
that one pass.
"They hit Barry last year about
10 times, and Barry never says
anything to the pitchers,"
Rodriguez said, referring to the
nine times Bonds was hit overall
in his 73-homer season.
"Sometimes you have to take
BONDS, PAGE 12

EASY CATCH: Sophomore
David Barkholz opens wide to
catch a tly.
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Barkholz
finds his
niche on
diamond
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By Joel Hammond
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experience for Falcon players,
many of whom were playing
in a professional park for the
first time.
"I've never played in anything close to this," outfielder
JeffWamock said. "This is definitely a great experience."
Any player good enough to
play Division I college ball has
aspirations of a pro career.
Only a handful actually get the
chance to call a place like Fifth
Third Field home on a regular
basis Kelly Hunt and Corey
Loomis, possibly the two best
pro prospects on the team
right now, liked the size of the
crowd Fifth Third provided
Saturday.
"I like the atmosphere,
when you get a lot of people in
here watching the game, it is
awesome," Loomis said.
The buildup surrounding
the game was a pressure test

Sure, David Barkholz is fast.
Yeah, he can put the ball in play
and get on base. Sure, he can
play the field. Yes, he can steal
bases. But, beyond being an athlete, David Barkholz is smart.
His ability to understand his
role as the leadoff hitter and centerfielder for the BG baseball
team has helped catapult his
squad into second place in the
Mid-American Conference East
Division and has the team
poised for a postseason tournament run.
Barkholz. a sophomore from
Detroit, came to BG in 2000 after
being named a two-time AllState performer in both soccer
and baseball at Country Day
High School. Barkholz decided
to play just baseball during his
freshman year, but he had second thoughts after his first year.
"I went and watched a couple
practices because 1 missed it a
lot," Barkholz said. "It was after
baseball, and 1 just thought I'd
go and watch and maybe try
out ... I didn't even know if I
would make it. But I just thought
that I'd miss too much on the
baseball field because there's a
lot of baseball stuff going on in
the fall.... The baseball field was
where I wanted to be."
The baseball field is where he
spent the 2000 campaign, as
playing time steadily increased
in his freshman season.
Barkholz finished the season
having played 20 games, starting
11 and batting .467 (21-45). This
season, though, Barkholz has
continually fought a shoulder
injury in his non-throwing
shoulder. Pain is still visible
when he makes a play in the
field or falls after a hard run to
first
"It's been very frustrating this
year with this injury," he said.
"I'm back to 100 percent now,

FIFTH-THIRD, PAGE 12

BARKHOLZ, PAGE 12
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CLOSE CALL Junior Falcon first baseman Kelly Hunt throws down a tag on a Toledo runner.

BG SWEEPS UP AT
MUD HEN'S HOME
By loel Hammond
THE BG DEWS

Call it the Fifm-Third magic.
Call it rain-soaked brilliance.
Call it whatever you want, but
make sure you call Bowling
Green's Saturday sweep of archrival Toledo at Fifth-Third Field
on its way to taking three of four
a good sign. A good sign
because, after Fridayi defeat at
the hands of UT in which the
Falcons' pitching staff was
shelled, BG's pitchers and hitters came together as one to
thoroughly manhandle the
Rockets in two games at the
Toledo Mud Hens' new home.
After Doug Flere had another
rough Outing Friday and UT
beat BG 13-4, sophomore Kyle
Knoblauch pitched seven
strong innings for a completegame win, in which he surrendered just two runs. The
Rockets scored first in the opener, as a ground ball in the bottom of the second caromed off
BG shortstop Nick Elrod's
throat and got away, allowing
Mike Meinhart to score. The
Falcons tied the game in the top
half of the third, as Elrod drove
in Corey Loomis.
Toledo jumped right back on
top in the top of the third,

though, as a leadoff walk to
Rocket catcher Mitch Maier
ended in a Phil Pilewski RBI single. The game remained 2-1
until the top of the sixth, as a
strange sequence resulted in
two Falcons runs and the deciding margin in the game. After
Elrod led off with a double, Len
Elias reached on an error and
sophomore Andy Hudak
walked. Next Spencer Schmitz
grounded a would-be double
play ball to second. The relay to
first got away, however, and
allowed Elrod to score. Toledo
second baseman Taylor Eckel
threw home in an attempt to
get Elrod, but no one covered,
and the throwing error allowed
Elias to score the game winner,
3-2.
"This game shows you what
can happen if you just put the
ball in play," said BG coach
Danny Schmitz. "Those bad
hops can go either way. Kyle
was the story of this game. He
gave us exactly what we needed, and kept us in it until we
could get some offense going."
Knoblauch was pleased with
his effort, having pitched well
WEEKEND, PAGE 12

Falcons experience
Fifth Third thrills
By Erik Cassano
THE 8C NEKS

It was rainy, it was cold, and
didn't matter one bit
Saturday, Bowling Green
players got to put their tilings
in an honest-to-goodness
clubhouse and walk down an
honest-to-goodness tunnel
into a dugout so big, it had a
handicapped access ramp.
They got to play pepper games
in right field as hundreds of
fans took their seats in front of
them. ■
The concession stands had
Mexican food, the seats had
backs, and the scoreboard had
a Jumbotron screen (though it
wasn't used.)
Welcome to Fifth Third
Field, boys.
Saturday, BG got to sweep a
doubleheader with Toledo in
style at the new home of the
Toledo Mud Hens. Rain and
wind eventually thinned the
crowd out, but it didn't dull the
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Players get taste of
next level in Toledo
If there was a drawback for the
players, it was trying to quickly
adjust to the park. Throughout
the first game of yesterday's doubleheader, outfielders for both
teams seemed to take awkward
routes to fly balls, not used to having the ball passing in front of
light towers and steel girders 40
feet up.
The hurried adjustment didn't
have a lasting affect. Wamock,
who has evolved from a liability in
the outfield to the best freshman
position player on the team,
played defense like it was Steller
Field when he got used to the
grandstand height
"It almost feels like you're a professional," he said. "This is not like
going to play at any college. Plus,
it's just a really sweet park."

FIFTH-THIRD, FROM PAGE 11

for a team now embroiled in a
pennant race with three other
teams in the MAC East. Over
6,000 fans were there for game
one.
"Playing our rival, getting the
fans out here and involved, it's
great to play in front of a bigger
crowd," Hunt said.
Hunt is not a stranger to professional parks. The native of Toledo
played in Ned Skeldon Stadium in
high school. Skeldon was the
home of the Mud Heas until last
year.
BG coach Danny Schmitz liked
the simple excitement his players
got from the park.
"It is quite a thrill," he said. To
get a taste of playing at the next
level is great."

Casey fumes after
getting beamed
"Sometimes you have to take
care of your hitters. We play like a
team."
When Casey led off the bottom
of the eighth, Rodriguez hit him
with his first pitch. Casey slammed
down his helmet and yelled at the
mound, emptying both benches
and bullpens.
There was some recent history
involved.
Philadelphia's Robert Person hit
Casey in the helmet with a pitch
on April 13, leaving him with a
concussion and first-time questions about what his wife and 6month-old son would do if he was
seriously hurt
All of those worries rushed back
when Rodriguez's pitch zeroed in
"Enough is enough," Casey said
emphatically. "I've got a little kid at
home and a wife Sometimes you
have to take care of things yourself."
Bonds declined to talk after the
game, but the Giants didn't hide
the fact that the pitch had a purpose
"Nobody certainly is trying to hit
Sean Casey He's one of the most

New
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Barkholz knows his team role
BARKHOLZ, FROM PAGE 11

but it's been hard watching the
team struggle at times and not
being able to go out there and
contribute.
"I pride myself on knowing
my role on the baseball field,"
Barkholz said. "I have no problem with getting on base, moving myself over and having one
of the guys behind me drive me
in. Those are my strengths, and
driving me.in are Kelly and
Corey's strengths. When we are
all clicking, we play welL"
BG coach Danny Schmitz
knows how well Barkholz
understands his role and how
important he is to the Falcons.
"He understands what he

needs to be doing for our team
to be successful," Schmitz said.
"He knows he needs to get on
base, to set the table for our
heavy hitters. David is a cheerleader for our team, he is always
on his feet in that dugout.... He
does a great job of leading by
example for our younger guys."
Barkholz' return to the lineup
from injury has allowed Schmitz
to rearrange his lineup and
allow his seniors to be back in
their natural positions. Tim
Newell is now back behind the
plate after spending time in the
outfield, and Len I-lias is back in
right after filling in for Barkholz
in center.
"(Freshman)
Kevin
l.ongstreth did a great job

behind the plate in David's
absence," Schmitz said, "but this
is very important With Lenny
back in right and Tim behind the
plate again, it allows us to put
our veteran lineup on the field
and allows some of our younger
pitchers to have that senior
behind the plate"
Barkholz has seen his at bats,
stolen bases and playing time all
increase this season, having
played in 31 games, starting 28.
He says he knew what he had to
do to become an everyday player in Bowling Green.
"I knew coming into this season that the centerfield/leadoff
spot was mine to win," he said. "I
worked hard all summer and
throughout the fall. I knew what

each of his last three outings.
"I wanted to set the tone for
the day," he said. "I wanted to
shut them down and basically
do my job. I'm glad to get my
confidence back up and to help
the team out and have the guys
have that confidence in me."
BG freshman hurler Tyler
Saneholtz had a similar outing
in the nightcap. Saneholtz
pitched seven strong innings,
allowing just three runs, and
benefited from plenty of BG
offense as the Falcons took
game two 11-3.
The Falcons jumped ahead
quickly, as Loomis singled in

David Barkholz and Elrod
drove in Loomis for a 2-0 lead in
the first Toledo starter Nick
Szczur ran into trouble in the
second, hitting Hudak with a
pitch and walking Jeff Wamock
and Barkholz. He then walked
designated hitter Tun Newell to
score Hudak, and Loomis singled, plating Wamock and
Barkholz for a 5-0 Falcon lead.
Saneholtz allowed two in the
bottom of the fourth, but his
offense scored three more in
the fifth, as Loomis hit his
eighth home run of the season
over the right-centerfield wall.
Falcon Kelly Hunt then singled,
and scored on another Elrod
double. Elias then doubled,
plating Elrod, and scored on a

wild pitch to make the score 82. Barkholz scored another
Falcon run in the sixth, and
Elias added another in the seventh. After UT scored their
third run in the seventh, Newell
scored again in the eighth to
close the scoring.
"Once again, Tyler pitched
great for us," Schmitz said. "He
pitched well last week against
Marshall, and he really picked
us up in the second game. The
offense gave him two runs, and
he cruised from there."
Saneholtz attributed his
strong outing to his ability to
work towards his strengths.
"I am a tempo pitcher, I like
to work fast," he said. "I was
able to do that today, and when

352,7365

Week Days between 10-4

54.3182

fter Hours and weekends
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A TO Z

DATA

148 S. Main
352-5042
(tetaeen Ben FranWn & Ace Hardware)

" 'H'Here we do skipping c£ a
whole Cot more."
• UPS & FedEx
Authorized Shipping
• Packaging Supplies
• Computer Upgrade
& Repair
• Packing Peanut
Recycling
• Instructional Packets

Move with
FedEx
10% Discount off
FedEx shipping w/ ad

I get into that zone, 1 feel pretty
confident. When the offense
gives me that kind of support,
it's easy to throw strikes and be
confident out there."
The Falcons took Sunday's
series finale at Steller Field 20II on a day that featured 40plus mph wind gusts. BG overcame a six-run top of the sixth
by Toledo for the victory, scoring 14 runs in the bottom of the
sixth.
The Falcons, now 20-18 overall and 11 -6 in conference, travel to Xavier tomorrow for a nonconference game against the
Musketeers. BG then hosts
another non-conference foe,
Eastern Kentucky, this weekend
in a four-game series.

Iverson, Sixers not finished just yet
THE tSSOCIMEO PRESS

PHILADELPHIA
— Allen
Iverson was a franchise player on
yesterday.
After being chided by his coach
to take responsibility for winning
and losing. Iverson scored 42
points,
including
11
of
Philadelphia's last 15, as the 76ers
avoided elimination with a 108103 victory over the Boston
Celtics.
Derrick Coleman got the go-

ahead basket for the Sixers with
455 seconds left
Game 4 of the best-of-five firstround series is Wfednesday night
in Philadelphia Boston leads the
defending Eastern Conference
champions 2-1.
Only six teams in league history
have come back to win a fivegame series after losing the first
two Dallas did it against Utah last
year.
Paul Pierce had 29 points for

Boston and Antoine Walker
added 27. including seven 3pointers in the first half. Boston hit
15-of-30 from beyond the arc. but
only 5-of-16 in the second half.
After missing 10 of his previous
12 shots, Iverson hit a short
jumper to tie it at 100 with 1:48 left
But Rodney Rogers nailed a 3pointer to give the Celtics a 103100 lead
Two free throws by Iverson cut
it to 103-102andafterathree-sec-

toJODEOGK Kg ©QD9 Gtt QGDOGraSGQM

Carty Studio Apartments
-Ideal lor the serious student
or grad student
-Fully Furnished
-High speed internet
access available
$395 00 one person
-$495.00 two people
- All utitilltes included
•Long & short term leases
available
-25in TV included with
75 channels and HBO
(additional $20 monthly tee)
-Near campus

I needed to improve on, and 1
worked so hard to make those
aspects of my game better
That's why this injury has been
so frustrating"
The speedster has swiped 10
bases this season on 10
attempts, and has a perfect
fielding percentage thus far in
2002.
"He got his feet wet last year
and has developed into a great
centerfielder this year," Schmitz
said. "He wanted to be the
starter this year in center, and he
did what he needed to da He
knew the position was his; it was
just a matter of doing what it
took to secure the job."

BG record now 20-18 overall
WEEKEND, FROM PAGE 11

likable guys in the league," manager Dusty Baker said "He's never
done anything to make you want
to hit him.
"On the other hand, you've got
to question the ball that went over
Barry's head before that, too. ...
Sooner or later, you've got to stop
someone from throwing at Barry."
After calm was restored, Adam
Dunn homered six pitches later, cutting it to 4-3. Robb Nen retired Barry
Larkm with the bases loaded to end
the eighth.
Bonds was intentionally walked in
the ninth and Jeff Kent singled home
a run off Scott SuBvan far a 5-3 lead.
Nen gave up a sob homer to Dunn,
his third in two games, before finishing it for his sixth save in seven
chances.
The angry exchanges weren't finished.
Asked about Casey's reaction to
getting rut Rodriguez said, "He can
do whatever he wants. Sometimes if
theywant to cry, you've got to let them
ay"
Casey's temper flashed again
when the remarks were relayed
"Why doesnt he come over here
and say those quotes?" he said Tfhes
got problems, teD him to talk to me in
San Francisco."

BONDS. FROM PAGE 11
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929 E. Wooster - Avail after 5/24/02
ACROSS FROM KOHI. HALL
2 IR bdrm. clean, turn apt, private off
street parking & laundry fac.
FREE CAS. WATER, & SEWER
9 Mori. Lease $795.00
12 MOD. Lease $695.00
OK for group of four!
PRIME LOCATION - HURRY THESE WILL NOT LAST LONG!!!
1024 E. Wooster: Rec Room Avail
After 8/14/02 -ACROSS FROM
KOHL HALL - Huge 2br. clean,
part furn. Apt. Lg L/R, plenty storage space, private offst. parking. &
laundry facility
FREE GAS, WATER & SEWER
9 Mon. Lease $650.00
12 Moo. Lease $550.00 -

Cla-Zcl Theatre
Downtown B G • 353-1361
.. cl.wclcom

Amelie

R

6:00

8:15

Rentals
332 S Main Si
132 ><i20

....„ —,. 1 .,..■,.-, 11■. uin

left

Just another
Manic Monday...
Wish it were
Sunday...

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2002-2003
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
AVAILABLE May 18, 2002 to May 10, 2003
722 EIGHTH ■ 3 BR. A-lrame. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 can.
$550.00 per month payable In 11 monthly installments of
$590.00. Tenants pay utilities.

AVAILABLE August 22, 2002 to August 18, 2003

GosfondRork

NHWU'VU

ond violation on Rogers, Coleman
caught an air ball by Aaron McKie
and made a reverse layup to give
Philadelphia a 104-103 lead with
45.5 seconds left
Pierce then missed a jumper,
but the rebound bounced out of
bounds off Eric Snow. Walker
missed an open 3-pointer, but
Iverson grabbed the rebound, was
fouled and hit two free throws for
a 106-103 lead with 19.7 seconds

R

719 ELM - 3 BR. garage, central air. $900 per month.
Deposit $900. Tenants pay utilities. Tenants responsible tor
lawn mowing.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST.
(across from Taco Bell)

ONE STOP FOR AIL YOUR
HOUSING NEEDS!

NEWI9VE

Leases avalaMe for 2002-2003

Rentals

205 W. Washington: One bedroom unfurnished upper duplex. Nice residential area.
Resident pays all utilities. Cat permitted with references. $450.00 per month for a 12 month
lease.
117 Lehman: One bedroom unfurnished lower duplex with double living room. Large
kitchen, front porch and a basement for storage. Gas heat. Resident pays all utilities. Close to
downtown. $535.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
342 w S. Main St.: One bedroom unfurnished apartment. Nice residential area. Resident pays
all utilities. Laundry facilities on property. $385.00 per month for a 12-month lease.
455'" S. Main St.: One bedroom unfurnished apartment. Above a business. Living room.
Kitchen with appliances. Skylight. Washer/dryer. Full bath. Lots of extra storage space. Off
stretH.parking. $575.00 per month for a 12-month lease. ALL FREE UTILITIES.

Ul
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134 w E. Wooster St. #A: Three bedroom unfurnished apartment located downtown. Large
room. Okay for group of four. Gas heat. Resident pays all utilities. $580.00 per month for a
12-month lease.

NI-AVH'Vh

Foi Run • Haven House Manor
Piedmont * Birchwood Place
Mini Hall • Small Buildings
Frontier Housing • Houses

\32 S, Mom Si.
$52-5620

Indoor heated swimming pool.sauna HydraSpa Whirlpool, complete
exercise equipment, complete locker room & shower facilities

530 Maple • 352-93)8
■on-Fri. 8-12, 1-4:30

Bow Open Saturday 10-2

BUZZ WORDS
Planetarium
to play kids
shows
THE CAMPUSBUZZ

Reachout is presenting several events this week aimed at
factory farms in Wood County.
On Tuesday of this week,
the organization will sponsor a
panel discussion in Olscamp
Hall, room 111.
The panel will take place
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. and is
free and open to the public.
Throughout the week,
Reachout will sponsor a table
in the Union Lobby and provide information about the
local factory farms.
The table will be available
from 8 a.m. to 10 pjn. Monday
through Friday.

The BGNews is now
accepting applications
for the Fall and
Summer semesters.
Applications are outside of 210 West Hall

THE CAMPUS

BUZZ
202 West Hill
BGSU
; Greco, Oh 43402
1(419)372-2440
) 372-4)202
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THE CAMPUS

Planetarium to show
Kids Shows this week
BY THE CAMPUS BUZZ

The BGSU Planetarium
H i

i

The Planetarium located in
the Physical Sciences Building
will show several shows
aimed at children this week.
On Tuesday and Friday, the
planterium will show
Alphabet Universe at 8 p.m.
On Saturday and Sunday,
the planetarium wil playKIDS

---..:

,3.;;

Monday - Sunday

SHOWS, Don't Duck, look up.
KIDS SHOWS will play at

♦ I UESDAY 04/30/02

Everyday Events

2 p.m. each day.
A $1 donation is suggested
for all participants.

Baseball at Xavier
3 p.m.
Cincinnati. Ohio

BFA Exhibitions
Mon.- Fri.
8 a.m. -6 p.m.
Union Art Gallery
Those students who are working
toward a Bachelors in Fine Art
will exhibit their work.

The Planetarium is located
in 112 Physical Sciences

♦ FRIDAY 05/03/02

Laboratory Building.

Wood County Facotry
Farm Learning Series
Mon.- Fri.
8 ajn. - 10 pm
Union Lobby
Reachout is psonoring the display
table that will provide information on factories thoughout Wood
County.

Baseball vs. Eastern
Kentucky
3 p.m.
Warren Steller Field

♦SATURDAY 05/04/02

MUD TUG Registration
Table
Tucs.- Fri.
9 a.m.- 4 p.m.
Union Lobby
Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring
the event. The event is to promote
the organization.

Baseball vs. Eastern
Kentucky (DH)
I p.m.
Warren Steller Field
- Continued from Page 1 of I
The Campus Buzz

UOA Sale

PMOTC PROVIDED

Thomas Gouttierre, alumnus and Afghani expert will
speak on May 2 in the Lenhart grand Ballroom.
Human Rights, the British
Parliament and the French
National Assembly.
He has also been interviewed by The New York
Tunes, US News and World
Report and National Public
Radio.
Gouttierre is currently the
dean of International Studies
and Programs at the University

BUZZ

Vol. 9, #13

Nationally known Expert
to adress Afghani issues
Thomas Gouttierre,
University alumnus and the
foremost authority on
Afghanistan and Afghani
issues, including Osama bin
Laden will present "The
Unholy AlliancerOsama bin
Laden, the Taliban and
Pakistan on May 2.
Gouttierre lived in
Afghanistan for over 10 years.
He first entered the country
as a member of the Peace
Corps and later returned on a
Fulbright Fellowship to serve
as the executive director of the
foundation.
He returned to the country
as a senior political affairs officer on the United National
peacekeeping mission in 19%.
After returning to the
United States, Gouttierre has
also served as the director of
the Center for Afghanistan
Studies at the Universitry of
Nebraska at Omaha.
Gouttierre has also worked
with various government bodies including the US Senate
Foreign Relations Committee,
the US House Committee, the
U.N Select Committee on

29-05

SPORTS
CALENDAR

of Nebraska at Omaha and the
University of Nebraska
Medical Center.
He is also the editor-in-chief
of the Afghanistan Studies
Journal. He has held this position since 1988;
The event will be held in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. It is
free and open to the public

■
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For the sake of his honor
and Camelot's, Arthur wages
war on France.
Before the final battle, he
comes face to face with
Lancelot and Guenevere and
forgives them both.
However, the war continues.
Back at camp, Arthur
meets a young stowaway
with dreams of joining the
Round Table.
The young man is knighted
on the field of battle, then
Arthur sends him back to
England to grow up and carry
on the ideals of Camelot for
another generation.

Mon.- Fri.
10 i.m.- 5 p.m.
Education Steps
UAO is sponsoring this table.

~1

BFA Senior Thesis
Exhibitions
Tues.-S«t.
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Williard Wankeiman Gallery, fine
Arts Center
The culminating exhibitions for
graduating BGSU Fine Arts students at the Baccalaureate level.
Sunday exhibition I p.m. • 4
pm

Of. 29.02

Bowling Green Slate University

Musical 'Camelot' offers
summer fun; entertainment
BY MICHEUf IUMBREZER

The musical "Camelot"
takes place during the days of
King Arthur and his Knights
of the Round Table. It begins
with Guenevere's arrival in
Camelot.
She has come to marry
Arthur, and is greeted by
everyone except Arthur, who
is hiding in a woods nearby.
Uncertain about herself
and her future, Guenevere
slips away from the ceremony
to the woods.
Without knowing he is her
future husband, Guenevere
runs into Arthur and the two
begin talking. He describes
life in Camelot to her and
then discloses his identity.
After becoming acquainted,
they find themselves pleased
with the thought of becoming
husband and wife.
Later, in his palace, Arthur
learns about wisdom and
peace of brotherhood from the
magician Merlyn, and is
inspired to create the Round
Table.
News of this reaches
Lancelot in France, and he
becomes determined to join
Arthur and his knights.
After Lancelot's arrival,
there is a gala outing on the
castle grounds where Arthur
introduces his wife to
Lancelot.

On Monday, April 29, from 7-10 p.m., the Bowling
Green Summer Musical Theater will be holding audition* for-Camelot".
Guenevere takes an instant
disliking to Lancelot. She
instigates the cocky fellow,
and he engages in a jousting
match with three knights of
the Round Table. Surprisingly,
Lancelot defeats all three
knights in the jousting match.
•AVVVXVfc

u

and gains some admiration
from Guenevere.
Lancelot then finds himself
inloved with the Queen.
> Tom by his devotion to
Arthur, he asks to leave
Camelot to pursue conquests
in foreign lands.

.WWMfW^W.

Two years later, Lancelot
returns to Camelot and
Arthur makes him a Knight of
the Round Table.
All the while Arthur is
unaware that Lancelot is still
in love with Guenevere and
that she is developing a growing attraction in return.
Eventually, Lancelot
reveals his feelings to
Guenevere, but she remains
faithful to Arthur.
Arthur's illegitimate son,
Mordred, makes his way to
Camelot to dishonor the King
and attempt to gain the throne
for himself.
He enlists the help of his
sorceress-aunt, Morgan le Fey,
to help trap Arthur in the-forest.
With Arthur gone, Lancelot
visits Guenevere and she
breaks down and proclaims
her love for him.
While Lancelot and
Guenevere are discussing
their feelings for each other,
Mordred enters the room with
members of the Round Table
and accuses Lancelot of
treachery. Lancelot is imprisoned, but escapes.
Guenevere is sentenced to
bum. At the moment of
truth, she is saved by
Lancelot and the two take off
to France.
-Continued on page 4
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THE CAMPUS BUZZ
♦ MONDAY 04/29/02
LDSSA Table
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Union Lobby

Banquet

Human Resources and UPS are spon-

The University Activities

GSS Assembly Meeting

For more information contact Dr.

6:30 p.m. - 10 p.m.

soring a recruitment table.

Organization is organizing their ban-

3 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Eugene Dybdahl at 419-372-8623.

For more information please contact

quet.

McFall Gallery

12. 13. 19 and 20 and Sept. 6 and 7.

♦TUESDAY 04/30/02

' The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints will have an information
table that is sponsored by LDSSA.

UOA Sale
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Education Steps
UOA is sponsoring the table.

Lesbian/Bisexual Women's
Lunch Group
Noon

explore issues related to their identity.

Dance Marathon Final
Overall Meeting

Campus Involvement at 372-2343.

Held by the Graduate Student Senate

Factory Farm Panel
Discussion

9:15 p.m.
Union Grand BallroomDance

"The Unholy
AlliancerOsama bin Laden,
the Taliban and Pakistan

GSS Graduate Awards
Banquet

Wood County Factory Farm
Learning Series

7 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Marathon will view the Dance

8 p.m.

5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Olscamplll

Marathon 2002 video.

Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Student

Lenhart Grand Ballroom

8 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Reachout is sponsoring this event.

♦THURSDAY 05/2/02

Union

Union Lobby
Reachout is sponsoring the display

Alphabet Universe

table that will provide information on

8 p.m.

factories throughout Wood County.

112 Physical Sciences Lab Bldg.

Wood County Factory Farm
Learning Series

The best space from A to Z. $1 dona-

8a.m. - 10 p.m.

tion suggested.

Union Lobby

UOA Sale

Reachout is sponsoring the display

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Education Steps

Cafe Entertainment, Special

table that will provide information on

UOA is sponsoring the table.

Event

factories thoughout Wood County.

The Women's Center. 107 Hanna Hall
Open to all women who wish to

email: buzz@bgnet.bgsu.edu

8 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Guest speaker Thomas Gouttierre

Men's Chorus Banquet

nationally known Afghan expert will

7 p.m. -Midnight

speak about the surrent situation in

Olscamp 101

experience living in the country.

Afghanistan and relate his years of

♦FRIDAY 05/3/02

Alphabet Universe
8 p.m.
112 Physical Sciences Lab Bldg.
The best of space from A to Z. SI

Wood County Factory Farm
Learning Series

donation suggested.

F & A Recognition
Luncheon

Carnation Cafe and Bakery

Invest in Yourself

8 a.m. - 10 p.m.

UOA Presents: Cafe Entertainment

Union. Room 308

Union Lobby

University Dance Alliance
Spring Showcase

11 a.m. - 2 pJT!.

starring you. Come and showcase

A free professional development pro-

Reachout is sponsoring the display

Empowerment Group

8 p.m.

LFinance and Administration is orga-

gram open to all BGSU faculty, staff

table that will provide information on

Eppler North Room 222

2 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.

your talents from 8 p.m. - 10 p.m.

nizing the event. For further informa-

and students. Sponsored by the

factories throughout Wood County.

Admission is free.

at 372-8181.

Children's Festival- ODUN
OMO ENIYAN

Sigma Lambda Gamma
Dance

Faculty Picnic

9 a.m. - 2 p.m.

10:30 p.m. - 2:30 a.m.

11 a.m.- 3p.m.

Union 202A

Eppler Complex Gym

Bell T6«Mall

Africana Studies is sponsoring the

Panheirenic Council is sponsoring the

event as part of the Africana Heritage

faculty aSenk.

series. For more information call 372-

Location to be announced

tion call 372-2238.

♦ WHDNF.SDAY 05/1/02

International and Summer Programs

This support group is for women survivors of abusive relationships.
Contact Diedn Bennett at 372-2190
for more information.

Project Search Fond
Farewell Reception
5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Union 308 - MqMaster Room
Event sponsored by the Graduate
College. For more information call
Lisa Chavers M 419-372-0343.

Summer Musical Theater
Auditions for "Camelot"

ROTC Recruiting
11 am. -1 p.m.

Student Affairs Recognition
Coffee f

Union Lobby

8 a.m. - I (Jam.

The Air Force ROTC is sponsoring

Union 202A

the information and recruitment table.

For more information on the recogni-

' "HOTO PHOVB6D

tion reception call 372-2584.
Women's Journaling Group

♦SATURDAY 05/04/02

9865.

The Women's Center, 107 Hanna Hall

Wood County Factory Farm
Learning Series

Explore the possibilities of joumaling

8 a.m. - 10 p.m.

4p.m.

Jehovah's Witness Table

An international day of protest for all

Contact Diedra Bennett at 372-2190

Family Cam|

9:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.

people to reclaim their lives from the

for more information.

4 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Union Lobby and University Hall

forces of opression.

Union Lobby

get to know yourself better. All

Reachout is sponsoring the display

women welcome. Meets every

table that will provide information on

Tuesday.

factories throughout Wood County.

Applauding Excellence

'•■
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UPS Recruitment Table

Marching with a Purpose
Political Science Picnic

9 a.m. - I p.m.

Union 202B

CareerrTservices Room 300

Noon - 2 p.m

Union 202B

For further inft

UPS is conducting interviews for Day

Williams Hall - West Side

The National Pan-Hellenic Council is

Development at 3

and Night shifts.

The Political Science Department is

psononng the march.

Empowerment Group

Honors Program Senior
Honors Reception

2 p.m. ■ 3:30 p.m.

3 pjn. - 5 p.m.

May Day Rally

Location to be announced

Olscamp 101A

UPS Recruiting

Noon

This support group is for women sur-

For more information please contact

4 p.m. - 7 p.m.

5 pjn. - 7:30 p.m.

B. A. Honors & Awards

In Front of the Union

vivors of abusive dating relationships.

the Honors Program at 372-8504.

Union Lobby

Union 20IH

2 p.m. - 4 p.m

The Jehovah's Witnesses will hold an

to unlock your creativity and perhaps

7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
The production is scheduled for July

Auditions for the Summer Musical 'camelof are being held Monday, April 30. For more mfonnation, conUjijt Eugene
Dybdal at 372-8623. The production is scheduled for July 12,13,19 and 20 and September 6 and 7.

informational table.
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sponsoring this picnic.
UOAB»quet
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Campus Events

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
2-4-1 Stuffed Styx
Tues 3pm-9pm. Buy a full order
and get 1/2 order FREE. 352-9638.
Dine in or pick up only.
Learn a skill lor life. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out O Sanoersonstables.com
Radio Shack
Always keep in touch.
Get your cell phone today!
B.G. WOODLAND MALL

AUDITIONS. University Performing
Dancers. 2002-03 Company, the
pre-professional dance performance
ensemble (or the BQSU Dance
Program. Thursday, May 2 nd,
4-6pm„ Eppler North. 372-8521 lor
more into.

Term paper, internet course work,
and research assistance by a professional librarian. Help loreign students too. Fast & efficient service.
Call 1/7407532-6280 or fax
1/740/532-4420.

City Events

The BG News is now accepting
applications for summer and fall
semesters. Applications are
available In 204 West Hall.
Deadline: Friday May 3

Work for the NEWS

Wood County Humana Socum

Garage Sale
Thursday, May 23 and Friday. May
24, 9am-6pm and Saturday, May 25,
9am-2pm, Bag Day all day on Saturday. $2 per bag at door.
Wood County Fairgrounds,
under the grandstand, BG, OH.
We accept donation items Monday,
May 20; Tuesday, May 21 10am to
7pm & Wednesday, May 22.10am
to 6pm at the grandstand. (LARGE
APPLIANCES, CONSOLE TVS
OR SOFA BEDS WILL NOT BE
ACCEPTED)

Services Offered

Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals

$250 a night potential.
Bartending Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 626.

ARE YOU GRADUATING?
ORDER ONLINE
Order your personalized
Graduation Announcements
online, available same day

For more Information, contact
Robert Bortol, BG News adviser
at rbortelObgnet.bgsu.edu
APPLY NOWI
AVAILABLE POSITIONS:
EDITORS: Managing Editor. News
Editor. Arts 4 Life Editor, Features
Editor, Opinion Editor, Sports Editor,
Presentation Editor, Copy Chief and
Recruitment/Public Relations Editor
ASSISTANT EDITORS: Assistant
News Editor-Campus, Assistant
News Editor-City. Assistant Arts &
Life Editor-Lifestyles, Assistant Arts
& Life Editor-Entertainment. Assistant Opinion Editor. Assistant Sports
Editor. Assistant Presentation Editor-Graphics, Assistant Presentation
Editor-Photo, Assistant Presentation
Editor-Design, Assistant Copy Chief
GENERAL STAFF: News reporters,
Features writers, Arts & Life reporters, Sports reporters, Columnists,
Photographers, Designers, Graphic
Artists, and Copy editors
Fraternities • Sororities
Club* * Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2.000 this semester
with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve
credit card applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at (888) 923-3238 or visit.

www.sbxgofalcona.com
SBX, 530 East Wooster St.
Bowling Green, 419-353-7732

Wanted
Famous Footwear
Shoes, Shoes, Shoes!
Clearance section, great sales!
B.G. WOODLAND MALL

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE
•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes
Don't Mate Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

.*±LL.
Summer
Storage!

Help Wanted

ROOMMATE WANTED

Full time sitter needed in my BG
home. Must be athletic and love outdoor activities, and have own transportation. Call 352-4286 after 7p.m.

Housekeepers Wanted
Competitive pay. Apply In person
Days Inn Maumee
1 SO Dussel Dr.

"Miscellaneous summer help
around apartments & houses
Call 353-0325

KITCHEN ASSISTANT
WSOS Community Acton
Commission, a community based
organization focused on the human
service needs of the disadvantaged.
is seeking a qualified individual
responsible for the preparation and
packaging ol meals, washing
dishes, and substituting lor other
, kitchen staff as needed at the
Bowling Green Center. HS diploma
or GED and prior food service
experience required. Year round,
average 20 hrs per week position.
$7.95 per hour plus fringe benefits.
Send resume to WSOS CAC, Attn:
HR-KA/BG/CW. P.O. Box 590,
Fremont, OH 43420. E.O.E

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUNI SAVE
MONEYI Top boys sports camp in
Maine, counselors to coach all
sports: tennis, basketball, baseball,
roller hockey, water-sports, rockclimbing, biking, golf. Have a great
summer (888)-844-8080 apply at

Available May 1 or Aug.
Own bedroom w/individual lease
W/D. microwave, Resorl-siyle
pool & jacuzzi. 24 hour computer
lab, 24 hr. fitness center,
24 hr. billiards room.
Furnished or unfurnished
$325-345/month
353-5100

Fall a Spring subleaser. F , $249 4
uta. Own bedrm, bathroom, dose
campus Call Ashley 9352-9815.
Female subleaser needed for
summer and fall '02. Hillsdale
Apartments. Contact Annie
Leitch at 353-1752.
Need graduation tickets for
Saturday, 1 pm ceremony.
WILL PAY! 419-354-8580
Needed: extra graduation tickets.
1 pm ceremony.
Mike 419-353-1983
Subleaser needed ASAP. Only
$250/mo -telec. Now-Aug.
Call 418-422-7709
Subleasers needed May to Aug.
4bdrm house 2 baths $880 per mo.
Call 354-7279, 353-1647, 353-1499.
Wanted Arts & Sciences
Graduating tickets will pay.
Call Mark 353-1025.

Help Wanted

$250 a day potential.
Bartending Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 541.
ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIREI
AISO HIRING FOR SUMMER
SEMESTER
Part Time
Less than one block from Campus
$6/HR. STARTING PAY
3 shifts available:
A Shift: 7:00a.m.-10:00a.m.
B Shift. 10:00a.m.-1:00 p.m.
C Shift: 1:00p.m.- 4:00 p.m.
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802 or 354-8703
Babysitter for 3rd shift. 1 child, from
11pm to 7am to stay in my home.
References required 353-3311.
Bartenders needed Earn up to $250
per day. No exp. necessary
Call (866)291-1884 ext. 423.

All Students
2002 Summer Expansion
Any major. Work FT/PT w/fiex. hrs.
$14.15 base - appt. No exp. nee.,
we train. Great resume builder. No
telemktg/no door to door. Scholarships/co-ops, conditions exist.
Call 419-874-1327, 9a-5p.
www.eamparftime.com
FUN SUMMER JOBS! I
Be an environmental activist for the
summer and get paid:
$350/weekl
Ohio's largest environmental organization is now building a dedicated
learn to fight toxic pollution in our air
and water Benefits, travel and career opportunties. Monday-Friday
1:30-10:30. Call 419-255-6028 for
an interview.
Health & Fitness
We are seeking an enthusiastic, outgoing individual who has good communication skills and a take charge
attitude. Full & part time positions
Front desk, trainers, aerobics.
Apply in person at
The St. James Club
7337 W Bancroft
Toledo, OH
Hotel Front Desk
Full or Part-time nights only
Must be outgoing and like
Meeting people. Flexible hours.
Competitive pay. Apply in person:
Days Inn ■ Maumoo 150 Dussel Dr
SALES
IF YOU HAVE THOUGHT ABOUT
GOING INTO INSURANCE SALES
OR THE FINANCIAL PLANNING
INDUSTRY (IN THE CLEVELAND
AREA), YOU MUST CONSIDER
THE FOLLOWING BEFORE
MAKING YOUR FINAL DECISION:
WANTED: All sales professionals
and recent college graduates who
are outgoing, service-dnven, sellmotivated individuals with a competitive nature. Must be goal-oriented
and have a sense of urgency. Inside/outside sales.
YOU: Think outside the box. have
exceptional communication skills,
professional appearance and the
ability to build professional relationships.
ENJOY:
Competitive Compensation Package, Bonuses. Incentive Trips.
Medical/Dental. 401K, Comprehensive Training Program,
Qualified Lead Assistance
FAX YOUR RESUME TO:
MICHAEL BODIS (440) 234-9690

517 E. HRF.D • At Thuntin. One Bedroom. 1 Bath, Furnished or
Unfurnished. School Year - Two Person Rate - $540.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450 00
S21 K. MF.RRY- Close to OfTenruuer. Furnished one tjath
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $570 00

451 THURST1N- Across from Oflenhauer Furnished Efficiencies

Come and Support
Cancer Research
• Food sales goes
towards caicer research
• $.25 Wings aid
$1 Hat dags

Vstf

k&tf.

AMKs
Summer Work
Available
Internships & Scholarships
awarded
up to $6,850
Valuable work experience
Excellent income
Enjoyable work atmosphere
Flexible schedules
Increase your people skills
Increase your resume value
Team atmosphere
Flexible start dates
$368-$ 1500 Week

with full bath.
School Year- One Person Rate- $380.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $340.00.
505 C LOUGH Campus Manor. Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath
Plus Vanity School Year - Two Person Rate - $650.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $560.00
448-4.55 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Fum. or Unfum.
School Year - One Person Rate - $420.00
One Year - One Person Rale - $370.00

720 SKCOND . One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year - One Person Rale - $420.00

One Year - One Person Rate - $365 00
707, 711.715.719.723, 727 THIRD

•

One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished
School Year - Furnished - One Person - $395 00
One Year - Furnished - One Person $350.00
402 HIGH - Two Bedrooms. I Bath, Fum. or Unfurn.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person $590.00
One Year ■ Furnished - Two Person - $475.00
825 THIRD One Bedroom Furnished. 1 Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate • $450 00
One Year - One Person Rate - $400 00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished. I Bath Plus Vanlly In BR.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620 00
One Year - Two Person Rale - $520 00

835 FOURTH
Two Bedrooms Furnished. I 1/2 Baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $580.00
One tear - Two Person Rate - $480.00
649 SIXTH Two Bedrooms. I Bath. Vanity In Hall
School Year-Furnished - Two Person Rate - $560.00
One Year-Furnished Two Person Rate • $470 00
802 SIXTH - Two Bedroom. Dishwasher. l.Bath Plus Vanity
School Year ■ Furnished - Two Person Rate - $61000
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rale ■ $510 00
840 850 SIXTH Roca Leap Manor.
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths. Dishwashers
School Year • Furnished - Two Person Rale - $640 00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rale - $530JM
Ml EIGHTH -Two Bedroom Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year- Two Person R"ate- $550.00
One Year- Two Person Rate-$47O.0O
724 S. Collefe Cambridge Commons Two Bedroom Unfurnished,
1 1/2 Baths. Dishwashers School Year - Two Person Rate - $640 00

One Year - Two Person Rate - $530 00

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

w

3521520

INTIRVI^
Call (419) 539-7204
or 1-800-809-9006
(Toledo)
Start Work Soon...

Summer Child Care Needed in our
Pertysburg home for 3 yr. old plus
infant. 2-3 days per wk. 4 hrs each
day. Early childhood edu. or related
major preferred. Call Ann Marie O
419-8740878.
SUMMER JOBS
Cleveland Area
WAREHOUSE
SHIPPING/RECEIVING
LIGHT ASSEMBLY
1st Shift (7.15am-3 45pm)
Shipping/Receiving
1st Shift (6:15am-2:45pm)
Production
2nd Shift (4:00pm-12:30am)
InterDesIgn, Inc.
30725 Solon Ind Pkwy.
Solon, OH 44139 or call
(440)248-0178
email:
SiQus.9interdesigniisa.ce-m
EOE
SUMMER LEARN-TO-SWIM
INSTRUCTORS WANTED
Student Recreation Center
Call 2-7482 for more information
Summer money Have fun in the sun
8 earn between $3000-$5000 hiring
housepainlers/foremen Call (888)
277-9787 or collegepro.com.
VAN DRIVER - part-time, summer
position Provide transportation to
and from social service agency.
Must be between the ages 21 and
65, posses a valid Ohio drivers
license and an excellent driving
record. Salary $7.69 per hour Submit cover letter and resume to Jet
risacrc.wcnet.org or Children's Resource Center, PO Box 738,
Bowling Green, OH 43402.

Wanted
Cheedeading Coach for local middle
school. Needed for 02/03 school
year and 7/8 Volleyball Coach for
the 02/03 season. Contact AD O
Eastwood Middle School 287-3218
Work for the NEWS
The BG News Is now accepting
applications for summer and fall
semesters. Applications are
available In 204 West Hall.
Deadline: Friday May 3
For more Information, contact
Robert Bortel, BG News adviser
at rbortelObgnet.bgsu.edu
APPLY NOWI
AVAILABLE POSITIONS:
EDITORS: Managing Editor, News
Editor, Arts 8 Life Editor, Features
Editor, Opinion Editor, Sports Editor,
Presentation Editor, Copy Chief and
Recruitment/Public Relations Editor
ASSISTANT EDITORS: Assistant
News Editor-Campus, Assistant
News Editor-City, Assistant Arts &
Life Editor-Lifestyles, Assistant Arts
& Life Editor-Entertainment, Assistant Opinion Editor, Assistant Sports
Editor, Assistant Presentation Editor-Graphics. Assistant Presentation
Editor-Photo, Assistant Presentation
Editor-Design. Assistant Copy Chief
GENERAL STAFF: News reporters,
Features writers, Arts & Life reporters, Sports reporters. Columnists,
Photographers, Designers, Graphic
Artists, and Copy editors
Lovel Propane now hiring for summer in the 7 state surrounding
area. Up to $1S00Yweek. Make
your own hours. Gain sales experience Opportunity for advancement.
Interviews Wed., May 1,12-4 in
Career Services. Register at
(800)553-8353 ext. 6175.
Northern Ohio Girls Camp seeks
outdoor enthusiasts 16 or over
from mid June to mid August.
Competitive salaries.
www.girlscoutserieshores.org

Summer Work
$12.67 base-appt.
'"GUARANTEED PAY*"

You Can Afford!

$250 HIRING BONUS

800-810-4332

Help Wanted

1 Subleaser needed for summer.
Pets allowed. S200/month OBO.
Call Kyle 352-9143

CUSTOMER
SERVICE
Part time office
positions, available in
pleasant office near
Southwyck Mall.
Shift hours are
5:30pm-9pm $8.25/hr
plus bonus and benefits
after 90 days.
Call anytime, 24 hrs.,
voice mail available.

Help Wanted

Wanted

We have many other units available Stop In the Rental
Otfke foe a complete brochure..

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office 354 2260
For Your Convenience We Are located
At 319 E. VVooster Street, across from Tato Bell

APPLY NOW,
START NOW OR
AFTER FINALS
• No exp. nee. - We train.
• No telemarketing/ no door to door
• Excellent Resume' builder
• Scholarship/I nterns/Co-ops
• Conditions apply- must be 18+
• No experience needed, we train
• Cust. Service/Sales
Call 9:00am-6:00pm
East Cleveland 216-797-1223
Rocky River 440- 333-3888
Boardman 330-729-0969
Dayton 937-436-3580
Sandusky 419-621-5506
Cincinnati 513-870-9990
Newark 740-366-6993
East Columbus 614-868-1479
Canton 330-494-5269
Akron 330-836-2220
Columbus 614-451-2748
Toledo 419-874-1327
Ashtabula 440-997-5565
Mansfield 419:756-1404
Parkersburg, WV 740-423-7340
Lima 419-229-6000
Strongsville/ Parma 440-888-9790
Visit workforstudents.com/

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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For Rent

For Rent

For Sale

|T;

brought to you by

2 bdrm apt. avail, starting 5/15
(summer or next yr.) $485/mo.
Gas & cable ind. Contact Elena
353-8316 or cell 419-308-2059.

'89 Honda 6-cyl Gotdwlog motorcycle. 37K (99% hwy ) mi., CB,
hitch, one owner 419-352-5343.
-93 Honda Del Sol. Blue.
perfect condition. Must sell.

Female roommates needed for
Summer-Fall 02-03. Troup Street
very close to campus. $250/mo.
In summer. $300/mo. In fall.
Call 419-494-3291 ASAP!

2 bedroom apartment.

1 bedoom apartment across from
campus. $350 ♦ utilities. Available
August. 1 year lease. 419-787-7577.

2 bedroom duplex
w/ off street parking.
309 N. Church St.
$550 plus utilities

Fum. room w/ restroom. treedom ol
house. Must be clean, neat 4 resp.
$300 mo./$300 dep. 354-6117.

$415

'97 Ford Mustang, green, $10,000
OBO, approx 59,000 mi. 10
disc CD changer. 373-0465.
'97 Mercury Sable 4 dr. sedan. New
brakes, ps. locks, windows. Low
miles Great cond Asking $6100.

419-457-6758.
Moving Sale
Couch, bed, 2 dressers
353-2198
1989 Chevy Cavalier Station wagon.
Low mileage Must sen ASAPI Call
Marina 353-9545 Urgent!!
'84 4 wheel drive GMC Suburban.
$3000.
Call 372-8224 if interested

For Rent
"*3 or 4 bdrm houses avail, next to
campus. 25% * discount in rent. December leases available. New kitchen, carpet, and drywall over summer. Call 353-0325 9am-9pm.
"Apts. avail., 1 & 2 bdrm. Booms
$210 mo. includ. util Quiet area for
collegiate study, new carpet, indiv.
lease offered. Located 300 block E.
Merry. Rent Reduced , listing loc.
24-7 a 316 E. Merry «3, 419-3530325, 10am-7pm. Summer rentals
avail. Dec. leases avail.

2002-03. 2 bdrm at Georgetown
Manor, 800 Third St. Free heat, water, * sewer I bdrm at 616 2nd St
CaM 419-354-9740 for more info.

HEY GRAD STUDENTS!!!
Sublease 3 room efficiency MayAug 02 or stay til Aug 03 $285/mo
326 N. Main Call 353-0487 NOW!

222 S. College. Lg. 2 bdrm house.
1 block from campus. Free heat and
water. Perfect for 3-4 people.
$725/mo 419-868-1587.

R 4 K PROPERTIES
Available in May
403 S. Grove St. -1 bedrm
305 S. Main St. - 3 bedrm
335 W. Merry Ave • 2 bedrm
625 N. Main St - 5 bedrm
630 Elm St - 5 bedrm
Available In August
405 S. Grove St -1 bedrm
521 Pike St - 2 4 1 bedrm
801 N. Main St - 5 bedrm
829 Fifth St • 2 bedrm
Call or stop for a complete list
419-353-APTS (2787)
1135 N. Main St., BG

230 S. College Lg. 2 bdrm house
w/yard. One block from campus.
W/D hookup Perfect for 3-4 people
$725/mo 419-868-1587.
234 S. College 2 bdrm house. Lg.
living rm. and yard. One block from
campus. Ideal for 2-4 people.
$650/mo. 419-868-1587.
2 bdrm turn, or unfurnished apts.
724 6th St. 705 7th St. $460/mo - 1
. yr. lease. $525/mo - school yr.
lease. Call 354-0914

PRICES REDUCED!
534 A S. College- 3 BR Duplex, 11/2
Baths, AC. Avail. May 25, $800/mo.
534 B. S. College- 3 BR Duplex, 1
1/2 Baths. AC. Avail. May 25. $800
316 Ridge Front- Lg 2 BR Duplex.
Avail. May 30 $650/mo.
316 Ridge Rear-1 BR Duplex. Aval.
May 17. $345/mo.
Please call EyeCon Enterprises, Ltd
At (419) 354-4426 or
(419) 352-2330 or (419) 354-2854.

Call 419-373-0661
606 1/2 fc. Wcosler 2 bdrm upper
duplex Across St. from campus.
Ideal for 2-4 people $700/mo.
419-868-1587.
606 E. Wooster. 2 bdrm lower duplex. Across st. from campus. Lg.
Irving 4 bdrm. $850/mo.
419-868-1587.

352-7454

818 4 822 Second St. 2 BR. apts,
balcony/patio, AC, laundry $500.00
♦ gas 4 elec . 12 mo. lease starting
8/18/02. Steve Smith 419-352-8917
or 419-308-2710.

Subleasor needed lor Fall 02 ■ ]
03. 1 bdrm., Irg. krtch.. Irg. bdrm
living rm. 610 N. Main. 353-3467.
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1 Obese
2 Indebted
3 Fix over
4 Prophet
5 Impersonal pronoun
6 Caustic wit
7 Writing instruments
8HaH
9 Poe's bird
13 Bird's home
15 Green vegetable
17 Way to go (abbr.)
20 She
22 Unhappy
23 Spanish expression
24 Indefinite article
25 Yes (pirate)
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New 2 bdrm units avail, now or fall
rental. Located across from BGSU
on Merry St. for 12 mo/untum. $550.
furnished $625. 9 mo/unfum $650.
furnished $725. for more information
Call 419-352-5111.

3 bedroom duplex
w/ off street parking
311 N. Church St.
$750 plus utilities

1,2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments
9 4 12 month leases
12 mo leases starting 5/18/02
322 E. Court -1 Br-$400. mcl. all util.
402 1/2 E. Court-Eflic.-$330.+util.
426 1/2 S. Summit-Eflic.-$265.«>lec
12 mo. leases starting 8/20/02
415 E Court »A-1 Br-$340.»util.
424 S. Summit-1 1/2 Br-$440.+util.
Steve Smith 419-352-8917
or 419-308-2710.

Great 3 bdrm. house for young couple in small town 10 min. from campus. Call 823-1047 or 308-3003

Call 419-373-0661

*

1

I

'»

419-352-5308

$6000 352-5255
'95 Cavalier, power sunroof, CD,
new body style, while, excellent
condition. 353-4240 - Jenn
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49
51
52
53
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Tool to split wood
Firmament
Long time
Digit

27 See

M

28 Obtain
30 Top card
32 Love
33 Anger
34 Hearing organ

;
'

36 Atlas

ACROSS

45 Low number
46 News agency (abbr)

1 Preposition
4 Sibling (slang)
7 Even
10 Wonderment
117th Greek letter
12 Male appellation
14 Violent windstorm
16 Not at all
18 Over (poetic)
19 Graphic symbol for Jesus
21 Time zone (abbr.)
22 Cola
24 Plural verb
25 Bet
26 Beer
27 Vigor
29 Postpone
31 Strange
35 Glue
39 0s (pi |
40 Completed
43 Oklahoma town
44 U.S.A. (abbr.)

47 Gov. agency (abbr.)
48 Nut
50 Rank below a baron
54 Cab
55 Prevaricate
56 Dove sound
57 So
58 Ever (poetic)
59 Direction (abbr.)

37
38
40
41
42
44

Fit to eat
Sodium symbol
Clean floor
Tennis necessity
Rot
Fuss

46 One
47 No charge
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We still have a few one and two
bdrm. apts tor spring and tall.
Winthrop and Summit Terrace Apts.
352-9135

Avail. Aug 15.2 bdrm apt. furnished
3 blks. from univ. $400 mo. plus util.
419-686-4651

353-BGSU
2
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PROUD SPONSOR OF BCSU ATHLETICS
1015 N, Main Hours: Sun Wed 11 1:30 am I Inn % Sal 11 2:30 am

Am
pjjnagement

finals Week Specials
LARGE

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Cheese*
.4|-*BimMiFiii|i

Houses for Rent:
225 Lehman (4 bdrm)
702 i/i E. Wooster
702 '/2 Sixth St.
704 <h Sixth St.
Charlestown Apts. ^Tj^fgif
710 Scott Hamilton ^WW
730 Scott Hamilton

?*«.

Call or stop by our office today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third St. #4 • 352-4380

Bread

• Well Maintained 8c Spacious
• Convient I..IUIKII\ Facilities
• One + Two Bedrooms

• Ample Parking
• Quiet!

•Mk aty pina larckas*

Several options to choose from:
Jay-Mar

Management Inc.

Now Signing Leases for
2002-2003 Listing

Brand New
Hillsdale

2 Bedroom
Apartments

Efficiency &
1 Bedroom
Apartments

n-2
Dinners
for

^0

Tuesdays
4pm to Close

Choose from:
•Ham
'Spaghetti
•Pot Roast »Chop Steak

Coming for August 16 MOVE IN
1021 S. Main St
352.0123

The H,j>hla,uh
The Homestead-

Additional Site:
•414 Summit Si. House

We Invite You
To See The Difference!
354-6036
130 E. Washington
9:00 - 4:00

SERVERS
BIG SUMMER CAJ
Now accepting for summer <
Landerha

1082 Fairview Ave.
2 Bdrm Apts.
A/C, Dishwasher,
Garbage Disposal,
Washer/Dryer Hookups

Heinzsite Apartments 710 N. Enterprise
A/C. Dishwasher. Disposal, Starts at
> in month ♦ utilities

Hillsdale Apartments 1082 Fairview

Starting at $680/mo. + utilities

A/C, Dishwasher, Disposal, Starts at
$680/month ♦ utilities
Parkview ApartmenIs, 1048 N. Main

Remodeled, Dishwasher, Disposal.
Starts at $500/month • electric
Green Beaver Apartments 642 S College

Management Inc.

Starts at $430/month t unities, can have a pet

Hi-in/sile Apartments 710 N. Enterprise
A/C, Dishwasher, Disposal, Starts at
$410/month + utilities
Hillsdale Apartments 1082 Fjtrview
A/C, Dishwasher, Disposal, Starts at
S390/month ♦ utilities
Willow House Apartments 830 Fourth Street
A/C, Remodeled. Dishwashet Disposal.
Starts at S400/month + electric and gas

Eveiffeen Apartments 215 E. Poe
Efficiencies and Luge 1 bdrms, Large living area,
cosite laundry, Starts at $250/montn

Stop by our office at 1045 N. Main or call 419-353-5800 • http://www.wcnet.org/~mecca/

